Introduction {#s1}
============

Systems Biology is an interdisciplinary field that aims to interrogate and predict complex behaviors of multivariate biological systems. It employs quantitative approaches to understand the integrated behaviors of multiple biological components. In contrast to reductionist approaches, which seek to identify how individual components affect particular phenotypes, systems biology attempts to query the simultaneous responses of many elements to uncover how they work in concert to elicit a given response. It is predicated upon the belief that many biological processes cannot be comprehensively understood by analyses of individual components alone (e.g. a single molecule, cell, etc.), but rather require a holistic appreciation of entire networks and systems (e.g. signaling networks, heterotypic cell-cell interactions, physiologic interplay between organs, etc.). By combining mathematical modeling and computation with experimental and clinical data, systems biologists can construct a framework for understanding the multiscale and temporal elements regulating biological responses and elucidate emergent behaviors.

While the discipline of systems biology became well established around 2000 ([@bib269]), its underlying concepts have been appreciated for over half a century ([@bib631]; [@bib307]). Indeed, some have suggested that the study of medicine, which requires an understanding of the complex interactions between multiple molecules, cell types, and organ systems in response to different treatments over time, represents an original implementation of Systems Biology ([@bib201]). Nonetheless, recent advances in technologies and computational approaches have enabled researchers to query systems-level dynamics at scales not possible in previous decades ([@bib258]).

Recently, researchers in the fields of both cancer biology and immunology have embraced systems approaches to advance their disciplines. In cancer biology, genomics and proteomics approaches have been implemented to identify the effects of defects in signaling networks on malignant transformation and progression ([@bib513]; [@bib389]). Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has enabled studies of tumor heterogeneity and clonal evolution ([@bib278]). In the United States, the National Cancer Institute formed the Cancer Systems Biology Consortium to promote applications of systems approaches to cancer.

Immunology represents a field that is readily amenable to systems level approaches. Deciphering the immune system requires an understanding of the interactions between numerous cell types, immune receptors, and cytokines as they traverse multiple anatomical locations and organ systems in order to orchestrate effective immune responses. While the multivariate components governing an immune response have been slowly elucidated through reductionist approaches, they have recently become subject to a much more comprehensive characterization through advances in modeling and high-throughput technologies ([@bib133]).

Although the study of tumor immunology can be traced back at least to the advent of Coley's toxins at the turn of the twentieth century ([@bib566]), the recent clinical successes of immunotherapies in the treatment of advanced stage cancers have catalyzed renewed interest in the field. Consequently, cancer systems immunology represents a new avenue of interrogation for understanding how the immune system interacts with tumors during tumorigenesis, progression, and treatment. Cancer systems biology and systems immunology have been reviewed elsewhere ([@bib133]; [@bib171]; [@bib577]; [@bib199]; [@bib618]; [@bib633]; [@bib314]; [@bib316]; [@bib105]). In this review, we will discuss approaches to the nascent field of cancer systems immunology as well as their potential applications and current limitations.

Applying systems biology to overcome challenges and discrepancies with animal models {#s2}
====================================================================================

Traditionally, animal models have served as critical tools to cancer biologists and immunologists as they try to decipher how tumors affect the host organism or how the immune response is orchestrated across multiple tissues, respectively. Nonetheless, animal models are frequently imperfect surrogates for human biology. While orthologous genes typically elicit similar functions across species, there are many instances where there exists a stark divergence in phenotypes for orthologs of different species ([@bib206]; [@bib313]). Furthermore, there are even greater discrepancies between gene products that elicit the same functions, often reflecting a high degree of convergent evolution ([@bib312]). For example, inhibitory signaling in natural killer (NK) cells following recognition of major histocompatibility (MHC) class Ia molecules is achieved by Ly49 family members in mice but killer immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIRs) in humans ([@bib324]; [@bib293]; [@bib399]). In addition to differences in orthology, the cellular immune repertoires and the very existence of their associated effector molecules can vary significantly between species ([@bib390]). All these factors frequently conspire to yield failed translation of therapeutic approaches when moving from preclinical models to human clinical trials ([@bib139]). As discussed throughout our report, systems biology offers potential solutions to this otherwise vexing problem through its ability to bridge data sets and models across species. Indeed, systems biology approaches have already provided predictive insights into human responses where preclinical models alone may be insufficient or inaccurate.

Computational biologists have developed a variety of tools to translate findings from preclinical models to humans when simple matching of orthologs is insufficient for predicting responses ([@bib74]). To overcome differences in gene-to-function relationships and predict human responses from rodent data, researchers used Bayesian analysis of gene expression to define 'functional orthologs' across species ([@bib104]), and others have applied unsupervised and semi-supervised machine learning approaches to transcriptomic and proteomic data generated in rodent models to predict human responses ([@bib73]). On collaborative initiatiative, termed SBV-IMPROVER (Systems Biology Verification for Industrial Methodology for PROcess VErification in Research), sought to develop computational methods capable of cross-species translation using multimodal datasets including transcriptomics, phosphoproteomics, and cytokine data ([@bib467]; [@bib489]). Solutions ranged from approaches using support vector machines, neural networks, random forest trees, and more, with no one algorithm outperforming the others across all datasets. These types of cross-species comparisons have been extended to single-cell analyses, wherein cell types can be defined separately in the different organisms and matched manually, through correlation analyses, or through the use of random forest machine learning ([@bib601]; [@bib85]; [@bib538]; [@bib162]). Nonetheless, the choice of preclinical model is critical as a given model may not be as informative as another ([@bib436]). For example, transplantable pancreatic cancer models did not predict the limited efficacy of gemcitabine as accurately as autochthonous models due to a lack of desmoplastic stroma in the transplantable setting ([@bib434]).

Even with improved animal models, however, there are many instances where they fail to predict clinical responses, and only 8% of drugs entering clinical trials succeed in Phase I ([@bib366]). Thus, the use of systems approaches, informed by existing data sets, to accurately predict human responses in the absence of accurate animal models represents an important opportunity to improve translation. Mathematical models have proven effective at accurately predicting many aspects of cancer biology ranging from growth kinetics and tumor evolution to responses to therapy ([@bib11]). For example, such models have tracked the development of resistance in CML ([@bib392]) or have served as the basis for clinical trials altering dosing strategies ([@bib427]; [@bib106]). Critically, mathematical models have been used to inform clinical decisions. In an approach they term 'adaptive therapy', one group used an evolutionary game theory model to predict patient-specific treatment responses in patients with castration-resistant prostate cancer, modifying their treatment accordingly, and in doing so, extended the time to progression in these patients ([@bib665]). This study highlights the profound impact systems-level mathematical modeling can impart on clinical decision-making. Systems immunology has been applied particularly in the field of vaccinology to reduce the reliance upon animal models ([@bib133]), and these types of modeling approaches have recently been extended to cancer immunology to understand how treatment regimens can be tailored to improve immune responses ([@bib446]). By extending these approaches further, cancer systems immunology holds the potential to inform clinical approaches when animal models are insufficient.

Technologies {#s3}
============

The multivariate nature of systems biology has rendered it particularly applicable to comprehensive datasets derived from quantification of systems-level parameters (e.g. genomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, proteomics, etc.). Indeed, the beginning of modern-era systems biology largely coincides with the Human Genome Project ([@bib323]; [@bib617]; [@bib273]), which enabled researchers to interrogate the genome-wide contributions of mutations to diseases. It is worth noting that systems biology does not require the use of any of these advanced technologies, and many mathematical and computational models were derived from experimental evidence collected with conventional assays. Similarly, the use of these next-generation technologies for a particular study does not, in and of itself, constitute a systems biology approach. Frequently, such technologies are used to screen for targets that are subsequently subjected to conventional reductionist analyses (e.g. differential gene expression (DGE) analyses of RNA-seq data to identify a gene of interest). Such approaches alone do not provide a systems-level understanding of a particular phenomenon, as they do not describe emergent behavior that could not be uncovered with reductionist approaches. Nonetheless, a wide range of new technologies has enabled researchers to examine the breath and dynamics of entire systems in order to better understand the interplay of multiple elements and networks ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib258]; [@bib270]). Here, we describe some of the major technologies adopted by cancer systems immunologists to uncover new biology. Strengths and weaknesses for the various genomic and epigenomic profiling technologies are highlighted in [Tables 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#table3){ref-type="table"}.

![Technologies for cancer systems immunology.\
Technologies used in cancer systems immunology operate either on bulk tissue samples or single-cell suspensions. Conventional MS, NGS, and imaging platforms do not require tissue dissociation (although histology provides single-cell resolution). Droplet-based microfluidics and mass cytometry, in contrast, require cell suspensions, but generate high-dimensional data for individual cells.](elife-53839-fig1){#fig1}

###### Genomic and transcriptomic profiling technologies.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Measurement            DNA                                             DNA                                                                           DRNA/RNA                                          RNA                                                                            RNA
  ---------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Technology             WGS                                             WES                                                                           Amplicon (e.g. TCR, BCR, specific loci)           RNA-seq                                                                        Microarray

  Strengths              • Captures coding and non-coding regions\       • Reduced cost of sequencing since restricted to 2% of genome                 • Lower cost\                                     • Not limited to known genes with probes\                                      • Can theoretically detect very low abundance transcripts at no additional cost
                         • may be more accurate in some exons as well\                                                                                 • greater sequencing depth                        • can identify splice variants\                                                
                         • better coverage in low-complexity regions\                                                                                                                                    • can include ncRNA\                                                           
                         • no PCR step required                                                                                                                                                          • can identify sequence variations (e.g. mutations)                            

  Weaknesses             • High cost                                     • Does not capture non-coding regions\                                        • Limited to specific regions (not genome-wide)   • Sequencing depth can limit the ability to detect low-abundance transcripts   • Probe bias\
                                                                         • may fail to capture some coding regions depending on probe hybridization\                                                                                                                                    • inability to compare relative abundance across genes\
                                                                         • GC bias can be introduced due to PCR\                                                                                                                                                                        • limited to known transcripts (for which there are probes)
                                                                         • hybridization bias can occur in regions with heterozygous SNVs                                                                                                                                               

  Single-cell Version?   Y                                               Y                                                                             Y                                                 Y (see [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"})                                   Y\* (very uncommon, [@bib169])
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### Epigenetic profiling technologies.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Measurement                                Technology                             Strengths                                                                                                                                                               Weaknesses                                                              Single-cell version?
  ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
  Methylation                                WGBS                                   • No a priori sequence selection                                                                                                                                        • High cost and may require higher coverage\                            Y
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • cannot distinguish type of modification at cytosines                  

  Methylation                                RRBS                                   • Lower cost                                                                                                                                                            • Limited mainly to CpG islands\                                        Y
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • cannot distinguish type of modification at cytosines                  

  Protein Localization                       ChIP-seq                               • Genome-wide profiling of histone modifications and DNA-protein interactions (Histone H3 acetylation/methylation, TF binding site identification, SE identification)   • Survey only one type of interaction (protein) at once\                Y
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • lots of sources of noise/bias\                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • requires good antibodies\                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • requires input DNA and isotype controls\                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • requires large input of cells                                         

  Protein Localization                       CUT&RUN                                • Fewer input cells required than ChIP\                                                                                                                                 • Requires good antibody\                                               Y (CUT&Tag, uliCUT&RUN)
                                                                                    • less noise\                                                                                                                                                           • potential for overdigesting DNA                                       
                                                                                    • fewer sequencing reads required\                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                    • no cross-linking required                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  Chromatin Accessibility                    DNAse-seq                              • Identify a range of *cis* and *trans* regulatory elements including TF binding sites                                                                                  • High input cells requirement\                                         Y
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • more time-consuming that ATAC\                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • sequence bias                                                         

  Chromatin Accessibility                    ATAC-seq                               • Identify a range of *cis* and *trans* regulatory elements including TF binding sites\                                                                                 • Footprint profiles can be less well-defined than DNAse-seq\           Y
                                                                                    • minimal input cells required\                                                                                                                                         • potential mitochondrial DNA contamination                             
                                                                                    • increased sensitivity over DNAse-seq\                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                    • simple protocol                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  Chromatin Accessibility                    MNAse-seq                              • Nucleosome occupancy and positioning\                                                                                                                                 • Requires crosslinking\                                                Y
                                                                                    • can be used to predict higher-order structure (e.g. 3D)                                                                                                               • highly dependent on enzyme concentration\                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • some sequence bias                                                    

  Chromatin Accessibility                    FAIRE-seq                              • No sequence bias\                                                                                                                                                     • Requires crosslinking\                                                N
                                                                                    • simple protocol\                                                                                                                                                      • lower resolution (crosslinking binds chromatin but also TFs)\         
                                                                                    • no enzymes required                                                                                                                                                   • large input cell requirement                                          

  3D Conformation                            3C (Chromosome Conformation Capture)   • Identify single chromosomal interaction (one vs. one)                                                                                                                 • limited resolution (by 6bp cutters)\                                  N
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • laborious\                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • PCR biases\                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • high library complexity\                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • single viewpoint                                                      

  3D Conformation                            4C (Circular 3C)                       • Improved resolution over 3C\                                                                                                                                          • Biases from circularization\                                          N
                                                                                    • can identify very long range interactions\                                                                                                                            • PCR biases\                                                           
                                                                                    • can identify all contacts for a locus (one vs. all)                                                                                                                   • high input cell requirements\                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • single viewpoint                                                      

  3D Conformation                            5C (3C Carbon Copy)                    • Can identify many contacts for multiple loci (many vs. many)                                                                                                          • Bias introduced by probe ligation efficiencies\                       N
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • not all fragments can bind probes\                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • all vs. all prohibitively expensive                                   

  3D Conformation                            NG Capture-C                           • Analyze hundreds of viewpoints\                                                                                                                                       • Occasional non-specific interactions                                  N
                                                                                    • can identify PCR duplicates (low bias)\                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                    • highest sensitivity and resolution\                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                    • fewer input cells required                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  3D Conformation                            Hi-C                                   • Maps contacts across whole genome (all vs. all)\                                                                                                                      • Fewer contacts per fragment than 4C or Capture-C\                     Y
                                                                                    • kilobase resolution                                                                                                                                                   • higher resolution versions require extremely high sequencing depths   

  3D Conformation and Protein Localization   ChIA-PET                               • Combines 3D interactions with protein interactions                                                                                                                    • Interactions defined by few reads\                                    Y\* (ChIA-Drop: single molecule, [@bib672])
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • high input requirements\                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • bias toward interactions with targeted protein                        

  3D Conformation and Protein Localization   Hi-ChIP (and PLAC-seq)                 • Lower input required\                                                                                                                                                 • Bias toward interactions with targeted protein                        N
                                                                                    • higher yield than ChIA-PET\                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                    • higher signal to noise over Hi-C                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### scRNA-seq Technologies.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Strengths and weaknesses of the ever-evolving compendium of scRNA-seq technologies and analysis packages have been evaluated reviewed extensively in [@bib676]; [@bib100]; [@bib241]. Here, we provide a basic overview of the strengths of the general approaches.                                                                                                               
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Technology                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Plate-based (e.g. Smart-seq2, MARS-seq)             Microfluidic capture (e.g. C1, Seq-well, CEL-seq2/C1)   Droplet (e.g. 10X, Drop-Seq)

  Strengths                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             • Highest sensitivity (number of genes detected)\   • High sensitivity (number of genes detected)\          • Inexpensive (per cell)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        • fewer multiplets\                                 • fewer multiplets\                                     • profile high numbers of cells\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        • full-length transcripts possible                  • no sorting required                                   • can identify less frequent cell types\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    • no sorting required\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    • Can use UMIs

  Weaknesses                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • Requires sorting\                                 • 3\' Only\                                             • 3\' Only\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        • low throughput\                                   • limited cell numbers\                                 • fewer genes/UMIs\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        • high cost per cell\                               • (typically) not strand-specific                       • more dropout
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        • not strand specific                                                                                       
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bulk sequencing technologies {#s3-1}
----------------------------

The promise of the Human Genome Project and whole genome sequencing (WGS) has inspired the development of --omics technologies capable of characterizing the entirety of a particular attribute within a sample. Such approaches include, but are not limited to, genomics, transcriptomics, epigenomics, proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics ([@bib648]), and glycomics ([@bib50]; [@bib122]; [@bib53]), and their current manifestations typically utilize variations of next-generation sequencing (NGS) or mass spectrometry (MS). The bulk implementations of these technologies (i.e. those that require multiple cells as inputs -- frequently, thousands to millions) were the precursors of many of the single-cell versions that have recently gained popularity. While these technologies on their own do not provide single-cell resolution, they frequently provide a degree of sensitivity that cannot yet be achieved at the single-cell level (e.g. most glycomics). Furthermore, the cost of these approaches is typically considerably lower than their single-cell counterparts. Complex mixtures of cells can be purified by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), magnetic purification, or microfluidic systems prior to subjecting them to these technologies, and recent computational approaches provide the means of deconvolving mixed populations when purification is not feasible or gene expression data from such mixed populations have already been collected ([@bib478]; [@bib416]; [@bib417]; [@bib4]; [@bib652]; [@bib219]; [@bib338]; [@bib41]; [@bib545]; [@bib673]; [@bib22]; [@bib477]; [@bib546]; [@bib612]; [@bib154]).

The cornerstone technologies underlying both cancer systems biology and systems immunology are genomic sequencing (WGS and whole exome sequencing, WES) and transcriptomic sequencing (RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)) ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). At its core, cancer is a genetic disease; malignant transformation is the consequence of mutations in tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes ([@bib574]). WGS and WES have shed light on the contributions of multiple mutations or copy number variations in such genes, and RNA-seq has revealed pathways and signaling networks involved in tumor progression ([@bib121]; [@bib328]; [@bib191]). While the genomes of leukocytes exhibit considerably less variance than those of malignant populations, there are notable exceptions such as the B cell receptor (BCR) and T cell receptor (TCR) present on B and T lymphocytes, respectively. The genomic loci for these receptors undergo rearrangement in order to generate diversity of the antigen-recognition domains in a manner that confers specific immunity against an enormous range of pathogens ([@bib260]). Elevated expression of a variety of normal proteins, expression of embryonic proteins and antigens, and expression of mutated proteins (neoantigens) all represent targets on tumor cells that can be recognized by BCRs and TCRs to elicit antitumor responses by the immune system. Consequently, cancer systems immunologists have employed targeted amplicon sequencing (typically, of cDNA derived from amplified TCR or BCR mRNA) to evaluate the BCR and TCR repertoires, providing insight into how lymphocytes respond to tumors ([@bib240]; [@bib442]; [@bib640]; [@bib552]; [@bib347]; [@bib283]; [@bib351]; [@bib96]; [@bib666]). Furthermore, researchers have used WES, frequently in combination with RNA-seq, to identify the range of potential neoantigens expressed by tumor cells as a consequence of their high mutation rates ([@bib190]). Finally, RNA-seq has enabled researchers to identify gene networks and transcriptional programs exploited by tumors to evade anti-tumor immunity, as well as changes in the states of immune cells as they interact with tumors.

While genomic and transcriptomic analyses have been mainstays for Systems Biologists, both cancer biology and immunology have benefitted from epigenetic studies ([@bib160]; [@bib174]; [@bib168]; [@bib579]; [@bib336]; [@bib528]; [@bib83]; [@bib453]; [@bib51]; [@bib173]; [@bib249]). A number of technologies have enabled investigations into the epigenetic control of gene regulation, and by combining these methods with NGS approaches capable of querying the entire genome, researchers have been able to apply systems-level analyses to epigenetics ([Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}). Methylation represents one of the most common epigenetic modifications for silencing transcription ([@bib288]), and can be surveyed at the genome level through the use of Whole Genome Bisulfite Sequencing (WGBS) or Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing (RRBS), which use sodium bisulfite to convert unmethylated cytosine residues to uracil while leaving their methylated counterparts (5-methylcytosine) intact ([@bib179]; [@bib348]; [@bib384]; [@bib62]; [@bib63]; [@bib655]). To interrogate how specific proteins (e.g. transcription factors) interact with DNA, researchers often use Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP). In this approach, DNA is crosslinked to proteins with which it is interacting, sheared, and precipitated through the use of antibodies against the protein of interest ([@bib210]). Combining ChIP with NGS (ChIP-seq), enables the generation of genome-wide maps of DNA binding to proteins of interest ([@bib286]; [@bib37]). An improved version, known as CUT and RUN, also enables a similar approach to be performed in situ with considerably lower background ([@bib556]). In immunology, Bisulfite-Seq and ChIP-seq have proven effective tools for uncovering the underpinning epigenetic modifications driving fate decisions and activation states of leukocytes ([@bib249]; [@bib425]; [@bib663]; [@bib504]; [@bib1]). Histone modifications represent some of the most important regulators of cell states ([@bib573]), and ChIP-seq has proven to be one of the most effective technologies for querying such changes. For example, ChIP-seq has been used to define the super-enhancer (SE) landscape in CD4^+^ T cells and identify how polymorphisms in these regions can potentiate risk of autoimmune disease ([@bib611]). Similarly, using ChIP-seq to profile a variety of methylation and acetylation patterns of Histone H3, researchers have uncovered the regulatory epigenetic signatures that distinguish the naïve, effector, central memory, and effector memory CD8^+^ T cell subsets ([@bib245]; [@bib496]; [@bib21]). In cancer biology, ChIP-seq has proven effective for defining differential enhancer signatures in tumor cells ([@bib6]). Mutation-independent epigenetic control of tumor suppressors through trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me3) has been uncovered using ChIP-seq approaches ([@bib98]). Similarly, ChIP-seq has revealed patterns of promoter and enhancer invasion by Myc to drive widespread RNA biogenesis in both tumors and immune cells ([@bib505]; [@bib344]; [@bib423]).

In addition to approaches that evaluate acetylation, methylation, and protein binding to various loci in the genome, tools to interrogate higher order structure of the genome have recently been developed. Techniques such as DNAse-seq and ATAC-seq (Assay for Transposase Accessible Chromatin) can identify regions of open and closed chromatin (i.e. chromatin accessibility) across the genome ([@bib78]; [@bib65]; [@bib596]). These approaches use enzymes to cleave regions of DNA that are not tightly wrapped around nucleosomes, presumably due to active transcription or their occupancy by DNA-binding proteins (e.g. transcription factors). They also enable transcription factor footprinting to identify transcription factor binding sites. Furthermore, by combining these methods with computational approaches, the effects of *cis*- and *trans*-regulatory elements upon gene function can be analyzed. A modified version of these techniques can simultaneously enable Bisulfite-seq on the same sample (methyl-ATAC-seq) ([@bib561]). Chromatin accessibility analyses have enabled genome-wide characterization and determination of functional implications of such changes in a range of cancers ([@bib115]; [@bib140]), leukocytes ([@bib80]; [@bib548]; [@bib522]; [@bib535]), and tumor immunology studies ([@bib518]; [@bib114]; [@bib458]; [@bib46]). Such approaches have revealed how widespread increases in chromatin accessibility enable transcriptional programs that drive tumor progression and metastasis ([@bib140]). Other studies found that dysfunctional tumor-specific CD8^+^ T cells enter one of two distinct chromatin states that determine whether they can be reprogrammed ([@bib458]).

While regions of open chromatin reveal evidence of transcriptional regulation, higher order chromatin structures also play critical roles in controlling gene expression. Long-range distal elements, such as enhancers, affect gene expression even at distances greater than 1 Mb in linear genome space ([@bib332]; [@bib82]; [@bib137]). To assess how three-dimensional conformations affect regulation, a variety of technologies have been developed that are capable of querying chromosomal interactions at the genome scale ([@bib132]). These include derivatives of chromosome conformation capture (3C) ([@bib136]) such as circular chromosome conformation capture (4C) ([@bib670]; [@bib551]), chromosome conformation capture carbon copy (5C) ([@bib149]), NG Capture-C ([@bib266]; [@bib131]), Hi-C ([@bib342]), and methods that combine 3C with ChIP such as chromatin interaction analysis by paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET) ([@bib181]) and HiChIP ([@bib403]; [@bib404]). These 3C methodologies are variants of protocols wherein DNA is crosslinked, digested by restriction endonucleases, ligated together, and amplified by PCR to identify regions in close proximity. In particular, Hi-C has enabled mapping of all interactions within the genome at kilobase resolution ([@bib482]). These techniques have informed a variety of studies in both tumor biology and immunology. Earlier studies using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and 3C originally suggested that interchromosomal interactions between promoters and enhancers on distinct chromosomes can drive immune cell development ([@bib251]; [@bib346]), but subsequent high-resolution genome-wide studies using Hi-C failed to confirm the existence of such interactions ([@bib285]). Recently, as part of the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) studies, enhancer activity has been mapped across nearly 9000 cancer patients combining RNA-seq and Hi-C data to characterize enhancer-gene interactions, and this effort identified a key enhancer of the immunomodulatory protein programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) ([@bib99]). Integrating these multiple types of epigenetic signatures with transcriptional datasets should enable the generation of systems level models for transcriptional regulation in both malignant and immune populations during tumor progression. For example, how do genome-wide changes in chromosomal confirmations within immune or malignant cells alter their states of differentiation, and how do heterotypic cellular interactions drive these changes?

Single-cell sequencing technologies {#s3-2}
-----------------------------------

While light and electron microscopy endowed scientists with the ability to survey biology at the resolution of single cells, perhaps the most influential single-cell technological advance in immunology was the invention of flow cytometry and fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) ([@bib182]; [@bib267]). These technologies enable scientists to identify and enumerate phenotypically and functionally distinct immune cells, and query the activation states of individual cells in a suspension based on excitation of fluorescent probes (e.g. fluorescently labeled antibodies, fluorescent protein-based genetic reporters, fluorescent DNA intercalating dyes, etc.). In addition to representing a fundamental tool for investigating and identifying the cellular components of the immune system, flow cytometry has been useful clinically. For example, prior to the discovery of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, it served as the primary means for identifying individuals at risk for AIDS and monitoring their course and response to therapy, based on the relative frequency of circulating CD4 T cells ([@bib343]). Today, in addition to its use in monitoring the frequencies of various immune cell types in patients with cancers and recipients of organ transplants who are receiving immunosuppressive drugs, flow cytometry is used to characterize malignant cells in blood for clinical diagnosis. By multiplexing these probes, scientists can simultaneously measure tens of markers on individual cells at rates of thousands of cells per second, and recent advances (discussed later) have increased this multiplexing to above 40 markers ([@bib48]). Due to its ability to survey the states of mixed populations at a single-cell resolution, flow cytometry has facilitated the majority of major discoveries in the field of immunology.

Adaptation of these bulk NGS technologies to single cells has recently led to insights at the single-cell level previously thought to be unattainable. These new technologies were largely enabled by advances in microfluidics and are predicated upon one of three general approaches: (1) single cells are sorted into individual wells of a plate by using conventional FACS, (2) single cells are captured in capture sites of a microfluidic chip, or (3) single cells are captured in emulsion droplets generated in a microfluidic chip. Both microfluidic approaches were derivatives of technologies developed at the turn of the century ([@bib609]; [@bib592]; [@bib20]; [@bib593]; [@bib597]), wherein precise control of picoliter volumes, aided by advances in soft lithography, is utilized to isolate individual cells and subject them to chemical and enzymatic reactions. These approaches are particularly amenable to DNA sequencing approaches, as reactions involving endonucleases, transposases, and reverse transcriptases as well as PCR can all be performed with exquisite control in these volumes and formats.

The vast majority of bulk NGS approaches have been adapted to these single-cell formats (see [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). The primary tradeoff is that while these approaches provide insights into the distinct profiles of individual cells, far fewer sequencing reads can be gathered for a given cell than bulk approaches due to the low abundance of transcripts or DNA within a cell as well as the high costs of sequencing hundreds to tens of thousands of cells at high read depths. Stochasticity, transcriptional bursting, and dropout also add challenges to interpreting single-cell data. Nonetheless, a variety of computational tools have been developed to help account for some of these effects, and the resultant analyses have been transformative for the field of tumor immunology. Some of the single-cell NGS approaches include RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) ([@bib244]; [@bib275]; [@bib540]; [@bib481]; [@bib586]; [@bib641]; [@bib587]; [@bib589]; [@bib308]; [@bib364]; [@bib208]; [@bib676]; [@bib144]; [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}), genome and exome sequencing ([@bib194]; [@bib626]; [@bib413]; [@bib39]; [@bib644]), nucleus sequencing for RNA or DNA (scNuc-seq) ([@bib626]; [@bib234]; [@bib235]; [@bib321]; [@bib262]), WGBS or RRBS (scBS-seq) ([@bib557]; [@bib107]; [@bib231]; [@bib172]; [@bib19]), ChIP-seq (scChIP-seq) ([@bib225]; [@bib502]), ATAC-seq (scATAC-seq) ([@bib518]; [@bib86]; [@bib125]; [@bib124]; [@bib79]; [@bib517]), and Hi-C (scHi-C) ([@bib480]; [@bib410]; [@bib570]).

The immune system is comprised of a myriad of cell types with distinct functions working in concert to elicit responses against a pathogenic insult. The multitude and diversity of these cell types render bulk sequencing approaches challenging in that the aggregation of reads from the pool of different cell types often masks differences exhibited by particular subsets. Furthermore, changes in the frequencies of cell types are difficult to distinguish from changes in gene expression within those cells. For example, an increase in *IFNG* within a tumor may reflect increased IFN-γ production by T cells already within tumors or an increase in T cell infiltration into the tumor. Recent computational approaches have helped deconvolve immune subsets from bulk RNA-seq data (discussed below), but single-cell sequencing presents an opportunity to accurately quantitate genome-wide changes at the resolution immunologists have become accustomed to from flow cytometry. Applied to tumor immunology, these studies have revealed heterogeneity in both the malignant and hematopoietic compartments, identified novel subsets, aided in reclassification of existing subsets, revealed activation, exhaustion, and suppression states of multiple immune types within tumors, shed light on responses to immunotherapy, and much more.

Single-cell proteomics {#s3-3}
----------------------

Long before the advent of NGS, immunologists and cancer biologists have been performing low- to moderate-dimensional single cell protein analyses using a variety of platforms such as ELISPOTs, flow cytometry, and various forms of microscopy. More recently, scientists have developed new technologies to achieve higher dimensionality with theoretical ranges reaching the entire proteome. A recent study used confocal immunofluorescence (IF) to image and characterize the subcellular localization of over 12,000 human proteins at the single-cell level and presented the results in an interactive database known as the Cell Atlas ([@bib595]). Using an approach based off of Edman Sequencing and total internal refraction microscopy (TIRF), scientists have demonstrated the ability to identify proteins at zeptomolar concentrations in parallel in a manner that should enable single-cell proteomics ([@bib581]). As single-cell genomic approaches cannot always replace protein level analyses ([@bib325]), such approaches could greatly enhance our understanding of individual cells.

To assess heterogeneity in leukocyte populations, bioengineers have developed technologies to quantify secreted cytokines at the single-cell level. Using oligo-barcoded antibodies in microfluidic devices, researchers characterized heterogeneity in the secretome of tumor antigen-specific T cells from melanoma patients ([@bib361]). Similarly, a technology based upon single-cell microwells and antibody-coated slides has enabled profiling of the temporal dynamics of T cell cytokine responses at the single-cell level ([@bib238]). These researchers also adapted their platform to enable low-cost single-cell RNA sequencing ([@bib208]).

One of the most widely adopted technologies used by systems immunologists is mass cytometry (CyTOF) ([@bib48]). This approach replaces fluorescent tags on antibodies with transition element metal isotopes, to enable measurement of single cells labeled with such antibodies using time-of-flight mass spectrometry ([@bib34]; [@bib47]). This technology enables researchers to measure the expression of more than 40 proteins simultaneously on single cells, by eliminating limitations derived from spectral overlap of fluorescent probes. This added dimensionality facilitates a more comprehensive characterization of cellular states or population frequencies, particularly among hematopoietic cells, and has been used to evaluate a wide range of complex processes ranging from hematopoiesis and maturation ([@bib49]; [@bib221]), to antigen-specific responses and vaccine responses ([@bib414]; [@bib415]; [@bib580]), to immune responses to cancer ([@bib242]; [@bib220]; [@bib327]; [@bib274]; [@bib102]; [@bib550]; [@bib396]; [@bib563]). By combining immunolabeling with mass tags, mass cytometry has enabled Systems Immunologists to acquire high-dimensional single-cell data for parameters that cannot be measured by single-cell sequencing approaches.

High-dimensional imaging modalities {#s3-4}
-----------------------------------

With the exception of the peripheral blood, regulation of the immune response relies upon tissue architecture to facilitate homotypic and heterotypic interactions between cells. Secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs, e.g. spleen and lymph nodes) are notable examples wherein local chemokine gradients and tissue architecture enable lymphocytes and APCs to efficiently interact in a manner that orchestrates adaptive immunity ([@bib126]; [@bib152]). Similarly, immune cell locations and interactions within and surrounding tumors are typically not random, and many tumors contain organized lymphoid structures known as tertiary lymphoid structures that are believed to impact clinical outcome ([@bib287]; [@bib289]; [@bib216]). While the aforementioned single-cell technologies provide the requisite resolution for evaluating cell-cell interactions, they rely upon tissue dissociation and the generation of cell suspensions, which prohibit the evaluation of interactions within the native tissue architecture. Furthermore, the tissue dissociation process itself may affect the states of the cells results of the analyses ([@bib613]). Microscopy approaches including light microscopy, fluorescence microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and variations on these technologies have all enabled clinicians and researchers to investigate tumor-immune interactions in their natural environments, but have been limited in the number of simultaneous parameters that can be measured. As with conventional flow cytometry, spectral overlap limits the number of probes that can be used with fluorescence microscopy. Nonetheless, researchers have used deconvolution approaches with fluorescence confocal imaging to increase the degree multiplexing ([@bib202]).

Recently, new imaging approaches have been developed that enable increased multiplexing capacity. Following a similar approach as employed with mass cytometry, researchers have combined heavy metal isotope-labeled antibodies to image over 40 parameters simultaneously on histology slides ([@bib17]; [@bib209]). In one approach, histology slides are labeled with metal-conjugated antibodies and a layer of tissue is subsequently removed by laser ablation allowing for evaluation using a mass cytometer ([@bib209]). Another technology, termed multiplexed ion beam imaging (MIBI), uses a focused ion beam to release secondary ions from the antibody-labeled tissue, which are subsequently detected using a magnetic sector mass spectrometer ([@bib17]). The group that developed MIBI has used it to interrogate tumor-immune interactions in triple-negative breast cancer ([@bib298]).

While mass spectrometry-based approaches enable multiplexing and simultaneous quantitation of all of the parameters at subcellular resolution, they require conjugation of heavy metal isotopes to antibodies as well as access to large and expensive instrumentation. One alternative is to use cycles of conventional immunohistochemistry (IHC) by inactivating dyes or stripping antibodies after imaging and restaining with additional antibodies in a cyclical process. A number of variations of this strategy exist ([@bib197]; [@bib530]; [@bib345]; [@bib605]; [@bib215]; [@bib625]), but approaches aimed at minimizing target degradation typically either photobleach the samples or exploit alkaline oxidation to bleach the fluorescence of cyanine dyes after each round of imaging. One drawback to these approaches is that they require repeated rounds of staining. A modified version of this approach, termed CODEX, has been developed wherein oligo-conjugated antibodies are used to stain all antigens at once. Subsequently, fluorophore-labeled complementary oligos to two or three of the antigens are hybridized to the probes, imaged, and removed. Additional cycles are performed enabling highly multiplexed imaging without requiring antibody staining between each cycle ([@bib217]).

In addition to immunohistochemistry (IHC) approaches, single molecule RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) approaches have been adapted to enable multiplexed imaging of tens to thousands of RNA probes in cells and tissues ([@bib97]; [@bib356]; [@bib355]; [@bib116]; [@bib333]). In particular, multiplexed error-robust FISH (MERFISH) uses combinatorial barcodes spaced with a Hamming distance of four to enable a high degree of multiplexing while maintaining minimal chances of calling errors ([@bib97]). Using rolling circle amplification, other groups have developed in situ sequencing approaches capable of evaluating spatial transcript patterns in tissues ([@bib296]; [@bib330]). All these highly multiplexed imaging modalities are designed to enable cancer systems immunologists to investigate how tissue architecture and cell interactions shape immune responses to tumors, and these methods will likely facilitate the development of novel imaging biomarkers for clinical applications in oncology.

Additional systems-level technologies {#s3-5}
-------------------------------------

While sequencing, cytometry, and imaging technologies are currently the predominant tools employed by systems biologists, a number of other highly multiplexed tools have enhanced systems-level studies of tumor-immune interactions. Alterations in metabolic pathways is a key feature of many cancers ([@bib630]; [@bib629]). Similarly, immune function is highly impacted by the local metabolic state, and many studies have uncovered important metabolism-mediated tumor-immune interactions that affect tumor progression ([@bib484]). The Human Metabolome Database provides a comprehensive collection of human metabolism data enabling systems-level analyses ([@bib636]). While most metabolic profiling is performed by conventional forms of MS or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) ([@bib256]; [@bib421]), recent advances in imaging mass spectrometry have enabled researchers to profile these pathways directly in tissues ([@bib87]; [@bib310]; [@bib578]). Metabolomics has been adopted by systems biologists, who have coined the term 'Metabonomics' to refer to the combined outputs of the various metabolomic influences in a multicellular system ([@bib421]; [@bib422]). Similarly, the field of Glycomics has been transformed by advances in MS and NMR as well as technologies such as glycan microarrays ([@bib560]). These technologies have enabled systems-level studies into tumor-immune interactions, and in particular the ability of the immune system to recognize tumor-specific carbohydrate antigens ([@bib515]; [@bib341]).

Both tumor cells and immune cells rely heavily upon a variety of soluble proteins for their growth, development, and migration. These collections of secreted proteins, sometimes referred to as the 'Secretome' ([@bib599]), have been profiled using a variety of MS-based techniques ([@bib367]; [@bib409]; [@bib385]). Approaches using antibody arrays and microfluidics have also enabled secretome profiling ([@bib408]; [@bib318]). Cytokines and chemokines, in particular, mediate crosstalk between tumors and immune cells and orchestrate immune responses to tumors. To profile these molecules, a number of companies now offer bead-based platforms wherein antibody-labeled beads are incubated with samples and analytes are detected with a secondary antibody, akin to a sandwich ELISA, and quantified on a flow cytometer or dedicated instrument. By performing these assays in solution, multiple analytes can be assayed simultaneously in the same sample, enabling high degrees of multiplexing.

Finally, it is worth noting that while the majority of the technologies discussed above enable characterization of endogenous states, the implementation of genetic screens, particularly those employing the CRISPR/Cas9 system, have made it possible to determine the genetic underpinnings of pathways and phenotypes in a variety of settings ([@bib627]; [@bib542]; [@bib146]). These screens have been pioneered in both cancer and immune cells and have revealed previously unappreciated underlying regulatory networks beneath common signaling molecules ([@bib52]; [@bib448]; [@bib547]). In particular, these approaches have been used to interrogate lymphocyte responses to tumors, including in the context of immunotherapy ([@bib547]; [@bib147]; [@bib674]; [@bib452]). A recent study used CRISPR activation (CRISPRa) ([@bib311]) to activate endogenous genes within tumors as potential neoantigens in a multiplexed fashion that renders the tumors susceptible to immunotherapy ([@bib628]). A number of approaches enable these screens to be applied to single cells ([@bib145]; [@bib130]; [@bib280]). Among these approaches is Perturb-seq, which combines multi-locus CRISPR screens with scRNA-seq ([@bib145]), making it possible to interrogate the effects of higher order interactions that cannot be predicted by the responses to single-gene knockouts. In addition to simply identifying new gene targets, these genome-wide screens should enable systems biologists to discover emergent behaviors of tumor-immune interactions by combining multiple genetic perturbations, cell types, or by performing these screens in vivo.

Modeling approaches for cancer systems immunology {#s4}
=================================================

While often disparate fields, mathematical modeling, computational modeling, informatics tools, and statistical analyses are often inextricably linked, as mathematical modeling (e.g. differential equations) can be aided by computational approaches and bioinformatics tools often rely upon novel or existing mathematical analyses for their implementation. The breadth of modeling approaches and informatics tools in the field of Systems Biology (applied to cancer, the immune system, or both) is too large to review here and has been discussed elsewhere ([@bib199]; [@bib11]; [@bib391]; [@bib363]; [@bib426]; [@bib638]; [@bib576]; [@bib376]). Many modeling approaches, such as Petri Nets ([@bib457]; [@bib506]; [@bib309]) and Boolean Networks ([@bib591]; [@bib509]; [@bib365]; [@bib572]), have been used extensively to model regulatory and signaling networks within cells ([@bib621]). While such networks play important roles in governing tumor-immune interactions, the multiscale nature and complexity of immune responses to tumors often renders these approaches challenging to scale up for many applications in cancer systems immunology. Here, we focus on some general principles and tools that are particularly germane to the field of tumor immunology.

Both malignant and immune cells respond to their microenvironments. Factors such as the mechanics of the extracellular matrix (ECM), gradients in cytokines and chemokines, availability of nutrients, and much more drive cells to alter their behavior. Frequently, tumor cells and immune cells influence their own behavior and that of each other by inducing changes in these factors (e.g. immune cells secreting cytokines to recruit and activate more immune cells or cancer cells invading along stiff ECM). To model these elements, mathematicians have frequently turned to systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs, e.g. for mechanics or chemical reactions) ([@bib270]; [@bib35]) and partial differential equations (PDEs, e.g. for reaction-diffusion analyses) ([@bib607]; [@bib379]; [@bib300]). These models are both intuitive and adaptable and can be solved under many conditions with the assistance of computational approaches. Indeed, such deterministic models have been employed to evaluate tumor-immune interactions ([@bib44]; [@bib379]; [@bib439]). With increasing complexity (e.g. inclusion of many cell types, all producing gradients of multiple soluble factors and responding to them outside the assumptions of steady state conditions), however, analysis of ODEs and PDEs can become cumbersome and computationally impractical, and in such instances, alternate approaches can be more computationally feasible.

A variety of approaches have been used to model competition between immune cells and different clones within tumors. Probabilistic models that utilize evolutionary game theory (EGT) can be amenable to such modeling ([@bib38]; [@bib441]; [@bib565]; [@bib428]; [@bib24]; [@bib45]). Rule-based approaches have gained popularity for modeling complex systems. Cellular automaton (CA) models can be used to study effects of the microenvironment on tumor growth ([@bib284]; [@bib198]) and immune system homeostasis ([@bib534]; [@bib295]). These models place cells within lattices and rely on defined rules to simulate their interactions. Stochasticity (e.g. Brownian motion) can be incorporated into such models as well as the ability to evaluate temporal responses. Perhaps, one of the most powerful modeling approaches in systems biology is agent-based modeling (ABM) ([@bib559]; [@bib254]; [@bib463]; [@bib433]; [@bib151]; [@bib205]; [@bib464]; [@bib14]; [@bib103]). ABM is based upon the interactions of agents, which can be anything from molecules, to cells, to organisms. Their interactions and behaviors are governed by a set of rules, but unlike CA, they are not restricted to a lattice. The agents are autonomous; they can evolve, and their interactions can reveal collective emergent behavior. The ability to simulate interactions between thousands of agents, which could represent a myriad of cell types or molecules, renders this approach particularly amenable to the study of tumor immune interactions ([@bib426]). A number of studies have used ABM to model these interactions during tumor progression ([@bib163]; [@bib9]; [@bib466]; [@bib153]) or response to immunotherapy ([@bib444]; [@bib218]). PhysiCell is an ABM tool that has been used to interrogate adaptive immune responses to tumors ([@bib205]; [@bib440]). In this model, oxygen consumption by cells can result in necrosis and is determined by a normally-distributed parameter representing 'oncoprotein' expression. This parameter also affects immunogenicity of a given cell (as an approximation for neoantigen burden) and affects the degree to which immune cells attack the tumor. PhysiCell analyses have revealed how gradients of immunogenicity can 'trap' immune cells at the tumor center and allow tumor cells at the outside to escape immune attack and reestablish a tumor ([@bib440]). Another recent study combined EGT with ABM to model tumor invasion and show how subpopulations within tumors can co-opt distinct macrophage populations to both degrade stroma and suppress immune responses ([@bib193]).

One of the most promising aspects of systems biology analyses is their potential to integrate observations across multiple physical and temporal scales to discover emergent behavior that is not discernable from analysis of the individual components. This potential is especially attractive in the tumor setting where orchestration of immune responses occurs across all these levels ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To address these types of problems, systems biologists often use multi-level or hybrid analyses ([@bib426]; [@bib198]; [@bib331]; [@bib282]; [@bib135]; [@bib95]). Such modeling approaches combine continuous or deterministic models (e.g. ODEs and PDEs) with discrete models such as agent-based models (ABMs). By combining discrete and continuum models, researchers can bridge scales and combine bottom-up approaches that efficiently model cell-cell interactions with rules governed by differential equations spanning larger physical scales to achieve a systems-level understanding of the biology ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For example, combining CA models with PDEs has facilitated investigation of tumor-immune interactions during tumor growth ([@bib368]). One hybrid model revealed how spatial and phenotypic heterogeneity can lead to immunosuppression ([@bib632]). These hybrid approaches will enable researchers to bridge existing multivariate datasets and observations to generate more holistic models of tumor immune interactions capable of predicting emergent phenomena that may be difficult to discern with existing experimental approaches.

![Modeling approaches for cancer systems immunology.\
(**A**) Modeling approaches used in cancer systems immunology operate within or across multiple scales in order to describe how tumors interact with the immune system. (**B**) Hybrid models, in particular, combine continuous models (e.g. differential equations) with discrete models (e.g. CA or ABM).](elife-53839-fig2){#fig2}

Bioinformatics tools for analyzing systems-level data {#s5}
=====================================================

In addition to the use of computational approaches to develop models of tumor-immune interactions, bioinformaticians have developed a large array of tools for analyzing the data that are produced by the technologies described earlier. While the full extent of these tools is beyond the scope of this review, we highlight a few topics that are particularly relevant to cancer systems immunology.

The reduced cost and increased accessibility of DNA microarrays and NGS have resulted in vast amounts of publicly available human datasets. The Immunological Genome Project (ImmGen) provides transcriptional profiles from all the major immune subsets in mouse and human ([@bib248]; [@bib544]). Resources such as InnateDB, ImmuneXpresso, and the Human Immunology Project Consortium also provide large databases of immune expression profiles and interaction networks ([@bib69]; [@bib319]; [@bib77]). Projects such as the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) have collected --omics data from tens of thousands of patients ([@bib590]). A recent herculean effort by multiple investigators used TCGA data across 33 cancer types and 10,000 tumors to identify six immune subtypes conserved across cancers that can inform outcome predictions and identify regulatory networks independent of tumor type ([@bib594]). By performing a pan-cancer meta-analysis of transcriptional profiles in 18,000 patients using a tool called PRECOG, researchers identified specific signatures of distinct leukocyte infiltration that correlates with outcome ([@bib196]), while another study correlated the antigenicity of tumors with immune responses to characterize the 'antigenome' of tumors ([@bib18]). One of the challenges that arises when analyzing these data is the heterogeneous nature of the tissue collected for these bulk analyses. The sequenced tumors typically contain not only malignant cells but also a variety of stromal and immune populations making it difficult to determine whether observed differences in for example, gene expression or allele frequency, reflect changes within a tumor, changes in other cells, or simply differences in cellular makeup. To address this challenge, bioinformaticians have developed deconvolution algorithms that can approximate cellular content from bulk transcriptomic data ([@bib478]; [@bib416]; [@bib417]; [@bib4]; [@bib652]; [@bib219]; [@bib338]; [@bib41]; [@bib545]; [@bib673]; [@bib22]; [@bib477]; [@bib546]; [@bib612]; [@bib154]). CIBERSORTx is capable of not only deconvolving cellular mixtures, but also quantifying cell-type-specific gene expression profiles ([@bib417]). It performs this analysis by developing signature matrices derived from scRNA-seq and FACS sorted bulk RNA-seq datasets. These types of approaches will allow systems biologists to leverage the prodigious amounts of publicly available bulk RNA-seq data to discover how specific immune subsets interact with tumors and influence clinical outcome.

Even with advances in deconvolution, however, scRNA-seq remains one of the most effective methods for evaluating immune profiles within tumors ([@bib540]; [@bib677]; [@bib471]; [@bib30]; [@bib598]; [@bib523]; [@bib476]; [@bib671]). This approach enables interrogation of the immune composition of tumors in an unbiased fashion. The amount of data and diversity of cell types can render interpretation of the datasets challenging, however. Computational biologists have developed a number of tools to analyze these datasets and present the findings in an interpretable fashion ([@bib567]; [@bib100]). Typically, expression profiles are clustered in an unsupervised manner and visualized using dimensional reduction techniques ([@bib364]; [@bib279]; [@bib362]; [@bib678]; [@bib645]; [@bib232]; [@bib226]; [@bib305]; [@bib42]; [@bib334]). Dimensional reduction and visualization approaches such as principal component analysis (PCA) ([@bib451]), diffusion maps ([@bib111]), t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) ([@bib362]), and uniform approximation and projection (UMAP) ([@bib382]) enable researchers to quickly visualize changes in cell populations. Many 'all-in-one' pipelines, such as Seurat, incorporate the normalization, clustering, and visualization algorithms in a single R package to assist in efficient interpretation ([@bib85]; [@bib575]). A major challenge in scRNA-seq analysis is the occurrence of batch effects. For example, the effects may result in the T cells of one patient clustering more closely with macrophages from the same patient than with T cells from another patient. Such effects are especially prominent when attempting to compare data acquired on different platforms (e.g. 10X Chromium vs. inDrop vs. Fluidigm C1). Furthermore, scRNA-seq captures only a small percentage of the transcripts in any given cell due to undersampling and technical limitationss, resulting in dropout. A variety of techniques have been developed to deal with batch effects and dropout by imputing expression of zero-read genes and defining anchors onto which clusters can be mapped ([@bib575]; [@bib614]). Using a method termed 'Biscuit', one approach normalizes and clusters cells simultaneously using co-expression of genes to identify cell types, which are then normalized independently and dropout gene expression is imputed ([@bib30]; [@bib468]). This approach enabled robust comparisons of scRNA-seq datasets across platforms, and was used to demonstrate the diversity of T cell states in human breast tumors.

Single-cell cytometry and imaging technologies also produce large high-parameter datasets whose interpretation has been aided by the development of computational tools. For example, spanning-tree progression analysis of density-normalized events (SPADE) overcomes the limitations of biaxial plots frequently employed in the analysis of conventional flow cytometry to facilitate analysis of mass cytometry data ([@bib47]; [@bib475]). This approach uses agglomerative clustering on down-sampled data along with a minimum spanning tree approach to generate a visual representation upon which the original data is displayed. Like many of the mass cytometry analysis tools, SPADE does not rely upon preexisting knowledge and enables an agnostic interpretation of the data. Other methods include viSNE (an adapted version of t-SNE) ([@bib12]), FlowSOM ([@bib615]), Citrus ([@bib76]), PhenoGraph ([@bib334]), X-shift ([@bib512]). Another tool, Wanderlust, is capable of inferring a trajectory continuum of cell states from mass cytometry data and has been applied to understanding the transitions during B cell development ([@bib49]). In collaboration with the lab of Garry Nolan, our group developed a tool known as Scaffold Maps that uses manual gating of mass cytometry data to define landmark nodes in combination with force-directed layouts to generate a graphical reference map of the immune system that can be used to compare tissues, species, or other parameters ([@bib562]). By augmenting this approach with statistical inference adopted from the significance analysis of microarrays (SAM) ([@bib32]), we applied this approach to interrogating cancer immunotherapy in genetically-engineered mouse models of breast cancer and melanoma ([@bib563]). These analyses revealed the importance of secondary lymphoid tissues in orchestrating anti-tumor immune responses as well as identified an emergent CD4^+^ T cell population that is a key element of effective immunotherapy. As with mass cytometry, high-parameter imaging modalities require the advent of new analysis tools. A recent study exploring immune infiltration in triple-negative breast cancer patients by MIBI used a deep-learning approach to aid in image segmentation and revealed populational co-occurrence patterns that correlate with prognosis ([@bib298]). Deconvolution approaches have also been applied in combination with multiplexed fluorescence confocal imaging to interrogate immune interactions in entire organs, such as lymph nodes ([@bib202]). This approach was recently used to demonstrate how autoreactive T cells are regulated by clustering with Tregs and migratory dendritic cells in lymph nodes ([@bib350]). To visualize interactions between immune cells such as T cell interactions with antigen-presenting DCs, researchers have traditionally used two-photon excitation microscopy ([@bib571]; [@bib386]; [@bib394]). In a recent study, researchers developed a deep convolution neural network to identify and characterize DC-T cell interactions in fixed tissue samples, thus enabling quantification of these interactions tissues from mice and humans without requiring the use of transgenic animals expressing fluorescent reporters ([@bib340]). These analyses could have important implications for understanding how tumors interact with the immune system during malignant progression.

Systems approaches to understanding the roles of specific immune subsets in the tumor immune microenvironment {#s6}
=============================================================================================================

Studies investigating the immune status of tumors have revealed that the prognosis of patients often strongly correlates with the degree of T cell infiltration into the local tumor microenvironment (TME) ([@bib188]; [@bib54]; [@bib186]). Immune infiltrates have also served as effective prognostic biomarkers of response to immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) ([@bib250]; [@bib606]). Tumor immunologists frequently refer to tumors as 'hot' or 'cold' (or 'deserts', in extreme cases) to describe the degree of infiltration of immune cells beyond the tumor margin, but these crude epithets fail to capture the breadth of nuance, and presumably prognostic value, that can be extracted using systems biology approaches to interrogate the TME. Furthermore, the TME does not exist in isolation, but rather is the product of constant communication with the entire organism ([@bib159]) rendering its analysis particularly amenable to systems approaches. While most systems analyses have focused on immune responses within the primary tumor or peripheral blood, some recent studies have extended their analyses to the TME of metastatic sites such as LNs ([@bib471]; [@bib598]; [@bib304]). Further studies are needed to comprehensively interrogate systemic immune responses to metastases, as lymph node metastases can render the systemic immune response permissive to tumor progression ([@bib486]), and the invocation of systemic immunity is required for the efficacy of immunotherapy ([@bib563]).

Macrophages {#s6-1}
-----------

In the mid-nineteenth century, Rudolf Virchow first recognized that tumors frequently contain leukocytes. He posited that chronic inflammation lies at the origins of tumors ([@bib624]; [@bib623]), leading [@bib158], to describe tumors as 'wounds that do not heal', a century later. Many of the initial investigations into the TME focused on the role of myeloid cells in promoting tumorigenesis and metastasis ([@bib290]; [@bib473]; [@bib118]; [@bib164]). In particular, researchers have focused on macrophages as key instigators of both tumor-promoting inflammation as well as immunosuppression. While macrophages represent essential components of innate immunity due to their capacity to scavenge for microbial pathogens, drive new blood vessel formation, and process and present antigens to lymphocytes, they have long been associated with a range of pathologies including atherosclerosis, cirrhosis, neurodegeneration, and malignancy ([@bib407]). Nearly all solid tumors exhibit evidence of macrophage involvement regardless of the presence of other infiltrating immune types. While tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) have been reviewed extensively elsewhere ([@bib335]), we focus here on recent systems biology approaches employed to elucidate their roles in the TME.

Macrophages within tissues are derived from one of two sources: either, they differentiate from circulating bone-marrow-derived monocytes that have extravasated from blood vessels or, in the case of some specialized tissues, they were seeded during development by macrophages derived from the yolk sac or monocytes from the fetal liver ([@bib213]; [@bib166]). Langerhans cells of the epidermis ([@bib387]), microglia of the brain ([@bib211]; [@bib5]; [@bib651]), Kupffer cells of the liver ([@bib651]), and alveolar macrophages of the lungs ([@bib651]; [@bib243]; [@bib229]) are all examples of the latter ontogeny and are known as tissue-resident macrophages. Circulating bone-marrow-derived monocytes serve as the other major macrophage source and the primary source after birth. The majority of these monocytes are known as inflammatory or classical monocytes. They express high levels of Ly6C (in mice) and are recruited to sites of inflammation, often through CCR2, where they differentiate into macrophages (although such differentiation typically does not occur during steady state conditions) ([@bib281]; [@bib604]; [@bib537]). Ly6C^lo^ nonclassical or patrolling monocytes typically remain within vessels and crawl along the endothelial walls to clean up debris from dying endothelium ([@bib29]; [@bib89]).

The majority of TAM research has focused on macrophages derived from inflammatory monocytes and recruited to the TME ([@bib306]; [@bib490]). Classically, macrophages have been divided into M1 and M2 macrophages in an attempt to mimic the nomenclature of T helper (Th) cells ([@bib395]). M1 macrophages (or classically activated macrophages) were thought to represent a state of polarization induced by Th1-derived cytokines such as IFN-γ or microbial stimuli (e.g. LPS). They exhibit elevated MHC-II expression and produce nitrous oxide (NO), reactive oxygen species (ROS), TNF-α, and a milieu of inflammatory cytokines (e.g. IL-12, IL-23, IL-6, IL-1, etc.) ([@bib128]; [@bib373]; [@bib28]). In contrast, M2 macrophages (alternatively-activated macrophages) were initially reported to be polarized by Th2 cytokines such as IL-4 and IL-13 that drive alternative macrophage activation ([@bib568]; [@bib150]; [@bib223]). These macrophages express arginase 1, IL-10, CCL17, CCL22, and CCL24 and are generally considered anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive ([@bib57]). Consequently, M1 macrophages have traditionally been associated with anti-tumor effects while M2 macrophages were considered pro-tumor (though M1 ROS production has been suggested to play a role in tumorigenesis) ([@bib315]; [@bib664]). Over time, it became apparent that the initial nomenclature, derived primarily from in vitro activation experiments, was likely not sufficient to classify the M2 macrophage states, in particular. Distinctions between Th2 cytokine production, IL-10-mediated immunosuppression, and immune complex and TLR stimulation have led to an effort to subset M2 macrophages into three groups ([@bib373]).

Recently, a number of studies that have employed systems approaches have revealed that this binary interpretation of macrophage polarization is vastly oversimplified and fails to capture the diversity of phenotypes exhibited by macrophages ([@bib401]; [@bib646]; [@bib406]; [@bib375]; [@bib326]; [@bib212]; [@bib483]; [@bib669]). One group of investigators interrogated the regulatory landscape of tissue-resident macrophages across a variety of organs by combining RNA-seq, ChIP-seq, and ATAC-seq ([@bib326]). In this study, the corresponding tissue-resident macrophages from the brain, lungs, liver, spleen, peritoneum, ileum, and colon were purified by FACS, and subjected to these analyses to reveal distinct gene expression, enhancer methylation, and chromatin states depending on their tissue of residence. In accordance with reports describing the considerable plasticity of macrophages, this study also showed that transplanted macrophages could be reprogrammed by their new tissue of residence in a manner that mimics the regulatory landscape of macrophages in those tissues. Seeking to characterize the diversity of macrophage activation states, other investigators performed transcriptional profiling of human macrophages following in vitro activation with a variety of stimuli and found that the cells exhibit a range of distinct states that extend well beyond the conventional M1/M2 polarization axis ([@bib646]). Similarly, TAMs frequently fail to conform to the traditional M1/M2 polarization model ([@bib23]). In one study that used mass cytometry to profile macrophages and T cells within the tumors of 73 clear cell renal cell carcinoma patients, the authors characterized 17 distinct TAM phenotypes ([@bib102]). In lung adenocarcinoma, researchers used both MARS-seq and mass cytometry to reveal that tumor-specific macrophages exhibit distinct profiles from other mononuclear phagocytes, including lung-specific macrophages, conventional macrophages, DCs, and monocytes ([@bib327]). Characterization of myeloid cell diversity in lung adenocarcinoma using scRNA-seq identified multiple populations of neutrophils, DCs, monocytes, and macrophages that were conserved across patients and species ([@bib677]). Of note, while some of the macrophage populations exhibited enrichment for M2 gene signatures, they did not cluster to a singular state and the myeloid cells, in general, exhibit a spectrum of states within tumors. Similarly, another study performed scRNA-seq on 45,000 leukocytes from human breast tumors along with corresponding blood, lymph nodes, and normal breast tissue ([@bib30]). Using diffusion maps ([@bib111]), they characterized the heterogeneity in both the T cell and myeloid compartments. In particular, they noted considerable diversity in the myeloid compartments, and surprisingly, found a strong positive correlation between M1 and M2 gene signatures ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The three TAM populations that they identified often expressed both gene signatures in the same cells, again suggesting that the original M1/M2 polarization concept does not recapitulate what occurs in vivo, particularly in human tumors. Taken together, these studies suggest that macrophages within tumors do not comport to the theorized discrete M1/M2 polarization states, but rather exist within a spectrum of activation states that even permits concomitant expression of the two profiles. While mixtures of the transcriptional and epigenetic repression by the opposing cytokines IL-4 and IFN-γ may be partially responsible for the mixed phenotypes exhibited in vivo where complex mixtures of cytokines are present ([@bib461]), it still remains unclear how such inhibitory programs could result in coexpression of both gene sets within the same cells. Adding to the complexity of TAM characterization, a number of recent studies investigating macrophage ontogeny in the context of tumors have revealed that TAMs are not only derived from bone marrow-derived monocyte precursors, but also tissue-resident macrophages seeded during embryogenesis. A recent study that used parabiosis and congenic mice revealed that TAMs in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma are derived from both blood monocytes and tissue-resident macrophages and that these populations serve distinct functions during tumor progression ([@bib675]). Similarly, lineage-tracing approaches, scRNA-seq, and ATAC-seq have all been used to reveal that both microglia and bone marrow-derived macrophages are involved in gliomas and exhibit distinct profiles and contributions to tumor progression ([@bib64]; [@bib402]). Through an appreciation of the diversity, ontogeny, and complexity of TAM phenotypes cancer systems biologists are beginning to reveal how the interplay of these populations can facilitate tumor progression.

![Systems approaches to the TME.\
Many systems approaches have been applied to analyzing the TME to reveal the cellular makeup and relationships between immune cells at the single-cell level. Studies have revealed heterogeneity among myeloid and lymphocyte populations, trafficking of cDC subsets to the draining LNs, and epigenetic exhaustion profiles of T cells infiltrating tumors following ICB.](elife-53839-fig3){#fig3}

Dendritic Cells {#s6-2}
---------------

Compared to macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs) represent a relative minority of the myeloid cells present within most tumors. Nonetheless, DCs are critical orchestrators of immune responses due to their exquisite capacity to present antigens and license, stimulate, or suppress T cells ([@bib33]). They can present antigens in the TME to T cells in situ or in lymph nodes (LNs) by accruing tumor debris that has drained there through the lymphatics or by themselves trafficking from the TME into LNs. Their essential role in choreographing the adaptive immune response across an organism makes them an ideal subject for integrated multi-level systems biology investigations.

Many cells of the DC lineage, including classical DCs (cDCs) and plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs), are derived from a common bone-marrow progenitor, the common DC precursor (CDP), which gives rise to a lineage distinct from other leukocytes ([@bib437]; [@bib411]; [@bib349]; [@bib388]). Traditionally, DCs have been described as belonging to four subsets: cDCs, pDCs, monocyte-derived DCs (MoDCs), and Langerhan cells (LCs), which closely resemble other tissue-resident macrophages in gene expression and phenotype ([@bib516]; [@bib161]). cDCs, so called as they were the first DCs described ([@bib569]), are potent antigen presenting cells that efficiently phagocytose antigens and license T cells. Consequently, they play a critical role in facilitating anti- or pro-tumor T cell responses both in the local TME and LNs. cDCs can be further divided into two subsets: cDC1 and cDC2. cDC1 express the chemokine receptor XCR1 ([@bib31]; [@bib148]), require the AP-1 transcription factor BATF3 for development ([@bib252]; [@bib405]), and are characterized by their ability to cross-present antigens to CD8^+^ T cells. In lymphoid tissues, cDC1s typically express CD8α, while peripheral cDC1s express integrin αE (CD103) in mice (both express BDCA3 in humans) and exhibit the ability to efficiently migrate to LNs to present antigen. Both typically lack CD11b. cDC2 have been primarily associated with activation of CD4^+^ T cells, though both cDC subsets can activate both T cell subsets ([@bib161]; [@bib43]). While a number of markers have proven useful in delineating DCs subsets, recent unbiased mass cytometry and scRNA-seq studies have added clarity and revealed correlations between DC subsets across anatomical locations and species ([@bib230]; [@bib622]; [@bib533]; [@bib7]).

It is likely that all of the DC subsets play important roles in tumor progression. pDCs, in particular, have been suggested to play an immunosuppressive role ([@bib138]; [@bib554]; [@bib397]; [@bib667]; [@bib320]), yet the cDC1 subset is perhaps the best-studied due to its relevance in priming antitumor CD8^+^ T cells, while MoDCs are frequently the most numerous in the TME. cDCs are critical for antitumor T-cell-mediated immunity ([@bib252]; [@bib180]). They exist at the borders of tumors and exhibit prolonged interactions with tumor-specific CD8^+^ T cells, yet they frequently fail to stimulate the T cells to mediate an antitumor effect ([@bib165]; [@bib61]; [@bib72]). Furthermore, migratory CD103^+^ peripheral cDC1s traffic to tumor-draining LNs in a CCR7-dependent fashion, where they interact with tumor-specific T cells and transfer tumor antigens to other LN resident DC subsets, at much higher levels than migratory CD11b^+^ DCs ([@bib495]; [@bib511]). FcγR engagement of immune complexes (ICs) by DCs induces their CCR-7 dependent migration to LNs ([@bib108]), and we have shown that the combination of DC adjuvants with tumor-bound allogeneic antibody ICs induce robust anti-tumor T cell responses ([@bib90]). Vaccines expressing Flt3 ligand (Flt3L), which induces CDP lineage commitment, have been shown to improve ICB efficacy ([@bib123]).

Systems-level analyses have helped extend our understanding of cDC functions in tumors. One study, in which mass cytometry was used to evaluate the TME during early- and late-stage tumor development, showed that Flt3L injections vastly increases the numbers of CD103^+^ DCs in the TME ([@bib511]). Furthermore, these DCs transport antigen to the draining LNs where they augment PD-L1 ICB to elicit anti-tumor T cell responses. Using mass cytometry to profile the evolution of the immune repertoire at an organism-wide level in response to immunotherapy, we found that in the initiation of anti-tumor immune responses, CD103^+^ DCs in the tumor microenvironment exhibit a strong increase in proliferation ([@bib563]). Furthermore, the cDC frequencies decrease in the local TME during the therapy initiation phase while increasing in the draining LNs during the rejection phase, suggesting that they may become activated at the tumors and subsequently traffic to LNs to facilitate the generation of anti-tumor T cell responses. Using scRNA-seq, one study found that migration of cDC2s from tumors to the draining LNs is required for priming of CD4^+^ T~conv~ and eliciting a potent antitumor response, but Tregs inhibit their efficacy likely by preventing their migration to the LNs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib55]). A recent study combined 10X Chromium with SMART-seq scRNA-seq platforms to investigate the cellular diversity of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and found that the droplet and plate-based approaches identify distinct populations ([@bib669]). Additionally, they identified a LAMP3^+^ subset of DCs that appeared to migrate from the tumor to draining LNs from their RNA velocity analysis, but these DCs share transcriptional features with both cDC subsets as well as pDCs. This population appears to be inducible from multiple lineages upon stimulation with various DC adjuvants, although it remains unclear whether this subset represents an activation state or a different state of differentiation. These agnostic systems approaches have been particularly useful in understanding these types of complex interactions where DCs are interacting with many different cell types in multiple organs in manners that change considerably over the timecourse of the immune response.

T cells {#s6-3}
-------

While investigations into adaptive immune responses to tumors have long been a major focus of tumor immunologists, the recent successes of immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) and engineered chimeric antigen receptor T cells (CAR-T cells) have stimulated a renewed interest in understanding T cell interactions with tumors. Consequently, many novel systems approaches have been applied to T cells. Due to their ability to recognize tumor-specific antigens and kill tumor cells in an antigen-specific manner, T cells represent one of the most critical components of anti-tumor immune responses. Nonetheless, T cells frequently fail to eliminate tumors likely due to immune evasion ([@bib157]; [@bib378]; [@bib454]; [@bib507]) or suppression ([@bib289]; [@bib635]; [@bib450]) mechanisms of the tumors. Furthermore, while a variety of cells and conditions can promote broad immunosuppression of a host, T cells can become subject to tolerance or exhaustion in a manner that impairs tumor-specific immunity without affecting the ability of the immune system to defend against unrelated pathogens ([@bib526]). It is this latter feature that renders tumors such pernicious adversaries in efforts at both detecting and combatting malignancies.

Systems approaches have aided our understanding of T cell responses to tumors in a variety of contexts. One of the mechanisms by which tumor-specific T cells are thought to become dysfunctional is through processes related to exhaustion. T cell exhaustion, first identified in chronic viral infections ([@bib658]; [@bib187]), is induced by persistent exposure to antigen accompanied by failure to eliminate it ([@bib634]). It can take multiple forms and likely evolved as a mechanism to avoid inflammation-induced pathologies in which pathogens cannot be resolved ([@bib60]). It is worth noting that T~Ex~ are not entirely ineffective and exhibit some anti-pathogen efficacy even if unable to eliminate the pathogen. Features of exhaustion include elevated expression of inhibitory receptors (e.g. PD1, Lag3, Tim-3, etc.), reduced cytokine expression, reduced proliferation, altered metabolism, and reduced effector function ([@bib383]). In tumors, T cells often acquire a phenotype that is analogous to exhaustion, although it is unclear whether this dysfunctional state exhibits a similar capacity to be reprogrammed, as is often evidenced in the context of viral infections ([@bib459]).

Through the use of systems approaches to evaluate the regulatory landscape of tumor-specific T cells, what has become abundantly clear is that, like most T cell states ([@bib663]; [@bib548]; [@bib656]), the exhausted phenotype of these cells is regulated at an epigenetic level, suggesting that T~Ex~ represent a distinct cell type ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib535]). Evaluation of chromatin accessibility landscapes by ATAC-seq has revealed that naïve, effector, memory, and exhausted T cells exhibit profound differences in open chromatin regions (OCR) ([@bib535]). While PD-1 signaling blockade can reinvigorate exhausted T cells, it induces only moderate changes in the OCRs that do not revert the cells to a T~mem~ epigenetic profile, perhaps explaining why the reinvigoration is transient ([@bib449]). Yet while these epigenetic states persist during PD-1 blockade, as also evidenced through bisulfite sequencing, combining DNA demethylating agents with PD-1 blockade has shown the potential to reverse the exhaustion state and improve antitumor response ([@bib207]). Recent studies combining differential gene expression and OCR analyses between T~mem~ and T~Ex~. suggest that epigenetic control of the exhaustion state is mediated by the transcription factor TOX, which is induced by chronic TCR stimulation, and in particular, calcineurin and NFAT signaling and is responsible for upregulation of inhibitory receptors such as PD1 ([@bib302]; [@bib8]; [@bib532]). Notably, inhibition of calcineurin signaling following TOX induction by treatment with FK506 or cyclosporin A did not ablate TOX expression or the T~Ex~ phenotype, suggesting that once induced, TOX expression remains stable ([@bib302]). Augmenting these studies, scRNAs-eq has revealed similar TOX-driven phenotypes in the context of chronic viral infection ([@bib649]). Similarly, by combining transcriptional analysis with genome-wide H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 analyses, researchers identified a critical role for the NR4A1 transcription factor in instilling the T~Ex~ state by inhibiting binding of the AP-1 transcription factor to binding sites of effector-related genes ([@bib352]). These effects extend to cell therapies, where genetic ablation of NR4A genes can prevent exhaustion in CAR-T cells and improve tumor clearance ([@bib101]). Another CAR-T study found similar effects with ablation of *TOX* and *TOX2* and suggested that TOX and NR4A positively regulate each other ([@bib536]).

Studies interrogating the stability of T cell dysfunction and exhaustion in the context of viral infection, autoimmunity, and malignancy have identified a number of states, some of which are defined by their inherent reversibility and others by their proliferative or progenitor capacity, although they are frequently referred to as reprogrammable-non-reprogrammable, partial-complete, or progenitor-terminal exhaustion ([@bib458]; [@bib383]; [@bib525]; [@bib354]; [@bib59]; [@bib443]; [@bib272]). Progenitor T~Ex~, or less-differentiated T~Ex~, express high levels of TCF-1 or T-bet and exhibit the capacity to replenish the terminally differentiated T~Ex~ ([@bib443]; [@bib272]; [@bib642]; [@bib610]). Of note, these subsets typically respond quite differently upon treatment with PD-1 blockade with the progenitors expanding during therapy. As these states appear to be largely regulated at an epigenetic level, ATAC-seq has been used to reveal distinct chromatin states that distinguish dysfunctional tumor-specific CD8^+^ T cells that can be recovered from those that are resistant to reprogramming ([@bib458]). Additional technologies have facilitated systems analyses of T cell exhaustion. A recent droplet-based ATAC-seq protocol that enables massively parallel scATAC-seq profiling was used to interrogate T cell exhaustion in tumors in the context of ICB ([@bib518]). The results revealed a massive expansion of T~Ex~ in patients post treatment with PD1 blockade. The results further revealed differences in OCRs corresponding to intermediate and terminally-exhausted T~Ex~ as well as a shared regulatory program between T~Ex~ and T~fh~. A recent study that combined MARS-seq with single-cell TCR sequencing in melanoma patients to evaluate clonality of dysfunctional T cells revealed that the transcriptional profile of T cells forms a gradient of states exhibiting a range of profiles from highly cytotoxic to highly dysfunctional with shared clones occupying multiple transitional states of dysfunction ([@bib339]) Surprisingly, although T~Ex~ are thought to have a reduced proliferative capacity, the most proliferative T cells (by Ki67 and clonal expansion) were the dysfunctional T cells.

In addition to exhaustion, systems analyses of the TME have revealed a variety of other T cell features. By combining scRNA-seq with TCR sequencing, one group of investigators identified specific subsets of CD8^+^ T cells and Tregs that are enriched in hepatocellular carcinoma compared to other tissues and identified a gene, LAYN, that inhibits IFN-γ production ([@bib671]). The same investigators used this approach to characterize fate decisions in tumors, revealing a variety of relationships between various T cell subsets in the TME ([@bib668]; [@bib233]). Studies interrogating the tumor specificity of tumor-infiltrating T cells by TCR sequencing ([@bib524]) and mass cytometry ([@bib550]) have revealed that many T cells within the TME do not actually recognize tumor antigens. In breast cancer, researchers used scRNA-seq to reveal that T cells with transcriptional profiles analogous to resident memory T cells (T~RM~) can be found within tumors and correlate with improved prognosis ([@bib521]). Using scRNA-seq, ATAC-seq, and TCR-seq to query ICB responsiveness in melanoma patients revealed a variety of T cell-related factors that correspond to ICB efficacy including TCF7 expression on tumors and CD39 blockade ([@bib508]). An additional study also suggests that T cells exist along a continuum of differentiation states evidenced by scRNA-seq analyses and that tumor-involved Tregs may exhibit more heterogeneity than previously appreciated ([@bib30]). In agreement with scRNA-seq reports, a mass cytometry approach found that the lung cancer TME is enriched for T cells that are dysfunctional or regulatory ([@bib327]).

B cells {#s6-4}
-------

While far fewer studies have interrogated the roles of B cells in tumor progression and antitumor immunity than T cells, tumor-infiltrating B cells can be found in most solid malignancies and are readily amenable to the same types of systems analyses. The primary function of B cells is to orchestrate the humoral immune response through the production of antibodies, but there exist a number of different subsets of B cells that have additional functions ([@bib10]). Some B cells can elicit immunosuppressive activity, including in the context of malignancy, through a variety of mechanisms including expression of PD-L1 and production of IL-10, IL-35, and TGF-β leading some to refer to this subset as regulatory B cells (Bregs) in analogy to Tregs ([@bib527]; [@bib647]; [@bib501]; [@bib143]; [@bib301]; [@bib435]; [@bib265]). Production of cytokines from B cell subsets such as Bregs, B10 cells, or B1 cells can induce a myriad of effects, including repolarization of macrophage populations, induction of Tregs, or activation of survival signals within tumor cells themselves ([@bib639]; [@bib393]; [@bib13]). Furthermore, B cells can promote lymphangiogenesis ([@bib16]), which, in turn, can enable trafficking of DCs or tumor cells themselves from primary tumors to draining LNs ([@bib495]; [@bib55]; [@bib564]; [@bib584]). Consequently, B cells have frequently been associated with promoting tumorigenesis and metastasis ([@bib134]; [@bib539]; [@bib474]; [@bib3]; [@bib70]). These immunosuppressive mechanisms typically occur in a manner that does not require antigen recognition by the BCR ([@bib539]). Yet other studies have suggested that the production of antibodies themselves may promote tumor progression and metastasis by activation of Fc Receptors (FcRs) on myeloid cells, induction of tumor-intrinsic signaling through activation of surface receptors, promotion of pro-inflammatory granulocyte responses, promotion of angiogenesis, and suppression of cellular immunity ([@bib474]; [@bib470]; [@bib228]; [@bib15]; [@bib36]; [@bib432]; [@bib585]).

Although B cells have the potential to elicit these tumor-promoting effects, they have also been implicated as key regulators of antitumor immunity in the context of immunotherapy. Tumors often acquire tertiary lymphoid structures (TLSs), which closely resemble lymphoid follicles, containing T cells, B cells, FDCs, T~fh~-like cells, fibroblast reticular cells (FRCs), and even high endothial venules (HEVs) ([@bib287]; [@bib216]; [@bib142]; [@bib112]). Although TLSs can serve as a source of protumoral Tregs ([@bib289]), their presence in tumors has classically correlated with improved survival in a variety of cancers ([@bib112]; [@bib322]; [@bib141]; [@bib462]). Like SLOs, these TLSs contain germinal centers (GCs) where B cells can proliferate and undergo class switching and somatic hypermutation ([@bib204]; [@bib455]; [@bib418]), and the presence and differentiation of B cells, in particular, within GCs correlates with improved prognosis ([@bib200]). Thus, activation of humoral responses within TLS can improve responses, particularly in the context of immunotherapy ([@bib200]; [@bib247]; [@bib398]; [@bib519]; [@bib117]; [@bib520]). Furthermore, while FcR binding of tumor-immune complexes has been suggested to promote tumor progression ([@bib15]), we have found that combining tumor-binding antibodies with DC adjuvants and CD40 agonists results in extremely potent anti-tumor responses in a manner that is FcR-dependent ([@bib563]; [@bib90]; [@bib91]).

Given the importance of B cells in both tumor progression and antitumor responses, researchers have begun to apply a variety of systems-level approaches to elucidate their roles in malignancy. While the use of TCR repertoire profiling is discussed in detail in the following section, analogous approaches have been developed for BCRs and employed in the context of malignancy to identify the sequences of tumor-reactive antibodies and identify their cognate antigens ([@bib294]). Building upon their TRUST algorithm developed to identify TCR CDR3 sequences from bulk RNA-seq data ([@bib337]), researchers adapted their approach to BCRs to evaluate humoral responses in TCGA data across 32 cancer types ([@bib264]). They characterized broad clonal expansion across malignancies and suggested roles for subclass switching in conjunction with defective ADCC. The roles that these alterations play in tumor progression or anti-tumor immune responses, however, remain to be clarified. Similarly, as part of their characterization of six distinct conserved immune subtypes using TCGA data, researchers employed immunoglobulin heavy chain repertoire profiling using V'DJer ([@bib400]) on bulk RNA-seq data. This analysis revealed high variance of IgH diversity depending on immune subtype with the IFN-γ and TGFβ dominated subtypes exhibiting high variance and the 'lymphocyte depleted' and 'immunologically quiet' subtypes exhibiting considerably lower diversity.

To understand the role of TLS B cells during immunotherapy, one group combined bulk RNA-seq of melanoma and renal cell carcinoma (RCC) responders and non-responders with deconvolution algorithms to identify a strong enrichment in B cell signatures in responders. They further analyzed the BCRs of these patients from the bulk RNA-seq and found increases in both clonal diversity and expansion of individual clones in responders, suggesting antigen-specific humoral responses. Finally, using mass cytometry, they demonstrated an enrichment for memory B cells, plasma cells, and GC B cells specifically within the tumors of responders, suggesting a role for B cell activation and humoral responses in patients benefiting from ICB ([@bib247]). Other researchers combined novel GEMMs with BCR sequencing and scRNA-seq to identify a role for T~fh~-induced B cells in promoting ICB responses ([@bib255]). While not as common as existing T cell analyses, these types of multimodal systems approaches to understanding the involvement of B cells in malignancy and associated therapeutic responses will be critical for uncovering the role that these lymphocytes play in tumor progression and treatment.

NK cells, non-canonical APCs, and other myeloid cells {#s6-5}
-----------------------------------------------------

Although T cells, B cells, TAMS, and DCs have been the subject of the majority of systems analyses of the TME, other lymphocytes, myeloid cells, and non-hematopoietic APCs play important roles in tumor progression. Similarly, the importance of NK cells and other innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) ([@bib94]; [@bib643]; [@bib374]; [@bib369]; [@bib261]; [@bib75]) and PMNs ([@bib583]; [@bib178]; [@bib431]; [@bib460]; [@bib167]; [@bib553]) in tumor progression have been well documented but are only beginning to be explored at a systems level ([@bib677]; [@bib259]). In addition to DCs, macrophages, and B cells, there exist a number of non-professional APCs capable of inducing tolerance ([@bib608]). Many of these cells, such as lymphatic endothelial cells and fibroblastic reticular cells, exist in or near SLOs and can induce tolerance or immunosuppression, including in the context of tumors ([@bib110]; [@bib420]; [@bib358]; [@bib359]; [@bib582]; [@bib175]; [@bib176]; [@bib329]). The functional relevance of these cells in the induction of tumor-specific immune tolerance is in its nascent days of exploration, and systems approaches will certainly aid in advancing our understanding of their role in tumor progression.

For over a decade there has been interest in a group of cells frequently associated with tumors referred to as 'myeloid derived suppressor cells' (MDSCs). This nomenclature was based upon expression of the integrin subunit αM (CD11b) and staining (in mice) for a marker known as 'Gr-1' with an antibody that exhibits a high affinity for Ly-6G and weak affinity for Ly-6C ([@bib184]). It should be noted that CD11b, Ly-6G, and Ly-6C are expressed on a wide range of immune cells at various levels including monocytes, neutrophils (PMNs), macrophages, DCs, NK cells, and even T cells. Numerous studies, including our own, have revealed that cells bearing these markers can promote tumor progression, metastasis, or suppression of T cell immunity ([@bib487]; [@bib185]). Nonetheless, expression of these markers, on their own, does not confer immune suppressive function. Indeed, anti-Gr-1 antibodies are frequently used to deplete neutrophils, although such antibodies also deplete some monocytes and T cells due to their Ly-6C expression ([@bib127]; [@bib170]). Furthermore, many studies have demonstrated the immune-suppressive and tumor-promoting capacities of PMNs ([@bib178]; [@bib460]), monocytes ([@bib472]; [@bib292]), macrophages ([@bib430]), and DCs ([@bib297]; [@bib549]) in tumors, making it unclear whether MDSCs represent a distinct activation state or lineage from those cell types. In an attempt to clarify the nature of this population, researchers have further divided MDSCs into granulocytic and monocytic lineages, but acknowledge that the differentiating markers have no impact on the suppressive function of these cells ([@bib654]). Analogous subsets have been described in humans and their identification also relies upon markers shared by many known hematopoietic subsets ([@bib71]; [@bib372]). Reliance upon these nonspecific markers has resulted in a concerning number of publications claiming MDSC classification without functionally validating the suppressive capacity of the cells. Functional analysis of sorted populations does not prove that the cells of interest are distinct from other myeloid populations (e.g. monocytes, macrophages, DCs, or neutrophils), but is capable of determining whether some cells in the sorted population have suppressive capacity ([@bib71]).

Systems biology approaches provide a more comprehensive agnostic approach toward evaluating the myeloid repertoire, as has been discussed above. One study purports to identify a specific marker, LOX-1, of PMN-MDSCs by bulk RNA-seq, though this marker is only upregulated in human PMN-MDSCs ([@bib113]). Separation of the PMN-MDSC population from PMNs, however, was performed by density centrifugation, which results in mixed populations, highlighting the inadequacy of bulk analysis approaches for populations without unique markers. While LOX-1^+^ cells exhibit an increased capacity to suppress T cell responses, it is unclear whether this is a feature of all LOX-1^+^ cells or a subset and whether the marker represents a distinct lineage rather than an activation or maturation state of PMNs. Furthermore, genetic ablation of the gene (*Olr1*) in mice had no impact on the suppressive function of the cells in vitro nor growth of tumors in wild-type mice reconstituted with *Olr1^-/-^* bone marrow following lethal irradiation. In contrast to bulk approaches, single-cell analyses such as scRNA-seq are particularly useful for identifying distinguishing features of individual cells, evaluating heterogeneity of populations, and reconstructing lineage relationships between populations. Indeed, when unbiased clustering of systems level single-cell data has been performed under a myriad of conditions, none of the studies report the existence of distinct MDSC clusters ([@bib563]; [@bib471]; [@bib30]; [@bib598]; [@bib55]; [@bib508]). In one recent exception, researchers labeled a myeloid cluster 'MDSC-like macrophages' due to their expression of S100A family genes, but the suppressive capacity of these cells was not evaluated. Furthermore, these cells fell along a continuum with other macrophages on diffusion maps and did not distinctly segregate from other myeloid populations in the UMAP projections. Current transcriptional, epigenetic, and proteomic analyses do not support the notion that MDSCs represent a singular or dual lineage(s) or distinct differentiation states. Most likely, they represent a heterogeneous plastic phenotypic state of neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, and their precursors, some of which exhibit immune suppressive capacity. Thus, it is best to use caution when employing a nomenclature that ascribes function based solely upon unrelated marker expression.

T cell receptor repertoires and neoantigens: understanding and harnessing tumor-immune specificity {#s6-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While the generation of effective naturally occurring or therapeutically induced immune responses typically requires the involvement of many immune cell types, T cells are frequently the most critical element of these responses. Patient prognosis often correlates with the degree of T cell infiltration into tumors ([@bib188]; [@bib662]), and adoptive transfer of ex vivo stimulated autologous tumor infiltrating lymphocytes remains one of the most effective tumor immunotherapies ([@bib499]; [@bib498]). Similarly, CAR-T therapy involves engineering T cells to directly recognize tumors, and ICB works by stimulating or reinvigorating tumor-reactive T cells. A critical factor explaining the efficacy of T cell responses to tumors is the ability of the TCR to distinguish malignant from healthy tissue by its overexpression of normal antigens, re-expression of embryonic antigens, or expression of neoantigens (mutated proteins expressed only by the malignant cells). Neoantigens are frequently genomic in origin, resulting from point mutations, indels, or translocations, but can also arise from post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation or glycosylation ([@bib67]; [@bib109]; [@bib661]). Some cancers may escape T cell surveillance by reducing or eliminating expression of these neoantigens in a process known as 'immunoediting' ([@bib157]; [@bib378]; [@bib529]), while others escape by downregulating MHC-I presentation ([@bib454]; [@bib507]; [@bib203]; [@bib660]; [@bib510]). Furthermore, efficacy of ICB is correlated with neoantigen burden for a variety of cancers ([@bib650]; [@bib558]; [@bib88]; [@bib492]; [@bib189]; [@bib381]), and tumor mutational burden (TMB) may be a better predictor of ICB response than PD-L1-positive staining in some instances ([@bib246]). Furthermore, the degree to which neoantigens are shared across tumor clones also correlates with ICB efficacy ([@bib381]). Consequently, bioinformaticians and systems biologists have developed an array of tools and approaches for predicting and quantifying neoantigens as well as mapping T cell clonality and neoantigen recognition ([@bib353]).

As effective anti-tumor immune responses typically involve T cell recognition of neoantigens, approaches have been developed to vaccinate patients against the neoantigens of their tumors. Early attempts at cancer vaccines and cell therapies did not rely upon a priori knowledge of the specific neoantigens of the tumors ([@bib177]; [@bib500]). Building off initial proof-of-principal studies in mice ([@bib370]; [@bib371]; [@bib93]), a variety of strategies have recently been designed to specifically target the neoantigens of patient tumors ([@bib531]; [@bib236]). The existence of mutations within tumors does not mean that those mutations will serve as neoantigens. In order for a given mutation to result in T cell recognition, it must be in a protein coding region, be non-synonymous, be in a gene that is expressed by the tumor cells, be maintained following proteasomal degradation, result in a peptide that can be loaded onto the specific MHC-I molecules of that patient, and, of course, be recognized by the TCR of a T cell that can enter the tumor. A variety of tools have been developed to use WES data (often combined with RNA-seq data) to predict potential neoantigens in a tumor ([@bib58]; [@bib360]; [@bib224]; [@bib479]; [@bib155]; [@bib268]; [@bib357]). Additionally, MS has been used to characterize the peptidome of tumors to identify neoantigens directly, frequently by affinity purification of HLA molecules and MS analysis of eluted HLA-bound peptides ([@bib120]; [@bib119]; [@bib469]; [@bib40]). Using these types of tools, researchers have begun testing pipelines for developing personalized neoantigen vaccines in humans ([@bib510]; [@bib438]; [@bib92]; [@bib263]). These approaches typically begin with excision of tumors and WES to identify candidate neoantigen peptides. In one case, long peptides (15 to 30 amino acids) were synthesized containing the top candidate peptides and administered to patients in conjunction with immune adjuvants in multiple priming and boosting injections. Use of the long peptides was chosen to enable elicitation of both CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ T cell responses. To improve HLA-binding prediction, the same researchers used an LC-MS/MS approach wherein peptides were eluted from single HLA allele-expressing cell lines and subjected to MS resulting in the identification of 24,000 peptides and their cognate HLA class I molecules ([@bib2]). Furthermore, using this database of peptide-MHC interactions, they trained a neural network algorithm to predict peptide loading with a higher degree of accuracy than preexisting binding affinity-based approaches. The initial neoantigen vaccine trials have now been extended to glioblastoma, a notoriously immune cold tumor, and appear to generate antigen-specific T cells and increases in tumor infiltration by the T cells ([@bib299]).

In addition to vaccine design, systems approaches to neoantigen identification have been employed for TIL therapy. Following analogous approaches as used for vaccines, researchers identified candidate peptides based on WES of 75 patients with GI cancers. They then screened TIL cultures by ELISPOT for reactivity in response to autologous DCs pulsed with the peptides or transfected with minigenes harboring the mutations. By subsequently sequencing TCRs of T cells responding to particular neoantigens they were then able to transduce new T cells with these TCRs to enable greater T cell expansion and the ability to generate personalized T cell therapies ([@bib447]). These types of approaches highlight the potential benefits that systems biology can bring to patient care and personalized medicine. Only by taking advantage of the synergies of high-throughput technologies, novel bioinformatics approaches, mathematical models, and the ability to monitor and predict immune responses across an entire patient can such an approach be rendered feasible and uncover new avenues for patient care and tumor immunotherapy.

While antitumor T cell-mediated immunity is typically predicated upon recognition of tumor-specific antigens, it also requires a TCR repertoire capable of recognizing those epitopes. The profound diversity of the TCR is not germline encoded but rather is the consequence of V(D)J rearrangement that results in the generation of more possible sequences than there are T cells within an individual ([@bib25]). While conventional T cells recognize only specific antigens, the TCR is relatively cross-reactive compared to antibodies. One elegant systems-level study used yeast display of peptide-MHC constructs to reveal that a given TCR is capable of recognizing hundreds of distinct peptides provided that they contain specific 'hot spots' where the TCR contacts the complex ([@bib56]). The peptides shared among a cross-reactive TCR bear many similarities, permitting researchers to predict potential naturally-occurring ligands given a TCR sequence. The group that developed this approach subsequently applied it to CRC by sequencing patient tumors and TCRs to determine peptide-MHC ligands for expanded TILs ([@bib195]). Epitope prediction revealed TCR-specificity including multiple TCRs that recognized non-mutated self-antigens. Nonetheless, prediction of TCR ligands from their sequences remains one of the holy grails of immunology. To address this need, researchers developed GLIPH, an algorithm capable of grouping TCRs based on predicted shared epitopes using similarity of the CDR3 regions and demonstrated that they could predict shared binding partners across individuals ([@bib214]). Another study combined MHC tetramer selection with single-cell TCR sequencing to develop an algorithm, TCRdist, that also groups TCRs of related specificities ([@bib129]). Such approaches might help researchers understand whether distinct clones in a patient recognize similar antigens, perhaps present at different tumor sites or even across different patients with similar malignancies. Cancer systems immunologists could exploit existing TCR sequencing data to determine the antigens most frequently recognized by T cells in patients responding to ICB, for example.

In addition to identifying epitopes, understanding the clonal evolution of the T cell response as well as the phenotypes of T cells bearing TCRs of a particular specificity can be highly informative when considering the immune responses to tumors. To investigate the relationships between functions of T cells and their TCR specificity, researchers developed a single-cell sequencing approach for T cells that combines targeted RNA-seq with TCRα and TCRβ gene sequencing ([@bib239]). Applying their approach to CRC, they found expanded clones within the tumors that shared specificity and were absent from adjacent normal tissue. Similarly, other researchers combined scATAC-seq with TCR-seq to evaluate clonal relationships with epigenetic profiles and applied it to patients with cutaneous T cell lymphoma to identify differences in the regulatory pathways between normal and leukemic T cells ([@bib517]). In a recent study, this same group combined single-cell TCR and RNA sequencing on nearly 80,000 cells from patients with basal and squamous cell carcinomas before and after ICB treatment with anti-PD1 ([@bib653]). By comparing clonotypes with phenotypes, they showed that exhausted and effector CD8^+^ T cells in tumors shared clonotypes with memory T cells but not with each other, suggesting that these distinct states are not shared between the same T cell clones. Even more notably, they found considerable expansion of T~Ex~ post-treatment that did not exist before therapy, with only minor contributions from pre-existing *TCF7*^+^ clones. These clones can be found within the blood at much lower percentages. In contrast with conventional wisdom suggesting that ICB works by reinvigorating existing T cells within the TME, these results suggest that anti-PD1 stimulates recruitment of new tumor-specific T cells to the TME and are in agreement with our own findings that trafficking of lymphocytes from SLOs is required for effective immunotherapy ([@bib563]). While this approach cannot rule out the existence of rare T cell clones in the TME prior to treatment that exist below the sequencing depth and expand following treatment, the data suggest this is unlikely and future complementary systems-level studies interrogating clonal trafficking could help shed light on this question.

Nonetheless, while these T~Ex~ clones that are tumor-specific can be found within blood of treated patients and recruitment of T cells from SLOs is important for treatment efficacy, some of these effects may be transient, and it remains unclear which T cell populations are the most critical for effective immunotherapy. It is possible that T~mem~ and cells from both T~Ex~ states within the TME and extratumoral tissues play important roles during immunotherapy. It is important to note that autologous transplant of ex vivo expanded tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL therapy) has proven effective, and even curative, in a number of malignancies including melanoma, breast cancer, and multiple GI cancers ([@bib498]; [@bib500]; [@bib156]; [@bib485]; [@bib602]; [@bib603]; [@bib657]). Moreover, in the case of melanoma, some patients who have failed ICB still benefit from TIL therapy ([@bib514]; [@bib497]). These successes highlight the fact that there exist tumor-specific T cells within tumors that can be expanded and used to eliminate tumors. Thus, it is unclear whether these T cells reflect exhausted or dysfunctional T cells whose state is reversible in the context of ex vivo expansion with or without engineering or whether there exist a minority subset of tumor-specific T cells that are not in any state of exhaustion and can be expanded and act as T~Eff~ and T~mem~ once reinfused. In either case, it is quite reasonable to expect that ICB and TIL therapy have highly distinct effects on the nature of the T cells eliciting the anti-tumor immunity. A systems-level characterization of TIL approaches might help shed light on the states of the expanded T cells, whether they were derived from progenitor T~Ex~ or other T cell subsets, and to what extent the ex vivo processing is capable of reprogramming them.

The microbiome and its effects on tumor immunity {#s6-7}
------------------------------------------------

Microbiota consist of the microorganisms that inhabit a host and include bacteria, fungi, viruses, and archaea. Sites such as the skin, respiratory tract, gastrointestinal tract, and vagina are colonized by these organisms, which play critical roles in health and disease. Systems approaches and --omics, in particular, have been utilized extensively to analyze the microbiota, resulting in the adoption of the term 'microbiome' to represent the collection of these organisms in a host. The microbiome affects everything from obesity, to resistance to colonization by pathogenic bacteria, to cancer ([@bib491]; [@bib456]; [@bib277]; [@bib271]; [@bib81]; [@bib616]; [@bib620]; [@bib555]; [@bib619]; [@bib222]; [@bib503]; [@bib588]; [@bib377]; [@bib192]; [@bib488]). While the microbiome mediates some of these effects directly (e.g. production of short-chain fatty acids), many are the indirect result of effects upon the immune system ([@bib588]; [@bib257]; [@bib380]; [@bib27]; [@bib26]; [@bib276]; [@bib183]). In an effort to identify specific microbial components that are capable of influencing the adaptive immune response, researchers have colonized germ-free mice with feces from healthy human donors. Through 16S rRNA sequencing of the caecal contents of mice exhibiting enrichment of particular T cell subsets in their colons following fecal transplant or in comparison to mice under different housing conditions, they were able to define commensal consortia capable of inducing expansion of Tregs ([@bib26]), T~H~1 ([@bib27]), T~H~17 ([@bib276]; [@bib183]), or IFN-γ^+^ CD8^+^ T cells ([@bib588]). The last of these resulted in expansion of the T cells not only within the intestines, but also throughout the host in a manner that was protective against *Listeria monocytogenes* and augmented the efficacy of ICB. Similarly, among tumor-bearing mice, a comparison of germ-free to specific pathogen-free mice or mice from different vendors demonstrated differences in tumor growth depending on the microbiota. Moreover, specific commensals affected responses to ICB, with *Bifidobacterium* aiding anti-PD-1 ([@bib555]) and *Bacteroidales fragilis* aiding anti-CTLA-4 ([@bib619]). To investigate whether the microbiome influences responses to ICB in humans, researchers characterized the diversity and composition of the microbiomes of patients receiving these therapies. These results showed that increased diversity and enrichment for Ruminococcaceae family bacteria correlate with improved response to anti-PD-1 and increases in CD8^+^ T cell activity ([@bib222]) and that *Bifidobacterium longum*, *Collinsella aerofaciens*, and *Enterococcus faecium* may also augment responses by expanding tumor-specific CD8^+^ T cells without affecting Treg numbers ([@bib377]). Similarly, fecal transplant into mice from human ICB responders resulted in increased efficacy of PD-1 blockade compared to that from non-responders, possibly due to the effects on recruitment of a CD4^+^ T cell subset ([@bib503]). The ability to identify defined microbiota capable of improving responses to tumor immunotherapy is extremely exciting and would have been highly challenging without the --omics-level profiling technologies. It remains unclear, however, precisely how changes in the intestinal microbiota elicit systemic changes in adaptive immunity that extend beyond the gastrointestinal tract and against antigens that are not being presented there. Systems approaches will be critical to reveal the mechanisms by which this antigen-specific systemic immunity is established in response to alterations in the microbiota. Ultimately, these investigations are likely to lead to new ways of improving patient responses to ICB and possibly to altogether novel immunotherapies.

Systems approaches to designing, monitoring, and evaluating clinical responses to tumor immunotherapy {#s6-8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cancer immunotherapy, and ICB in particular, represents one of the most significant advances in oncology in decades and has the ability to elicit durable responses and cures in some patients with advanced stage malignancies ([@bib500]; [@bib66]; [@bib237]; [@bib253]; [@bib419]; [@bib445]; [@bib494]; [@bib543]; [@bib493]; [@bib227]; [@bib68]; [@bib465]; [@bib291]). Nonetheless, while subsets of patients with melanoma, RCC, Hodgkin's lymphoma, NSCLC, urothelial cancer, and MSI high GI cancers have experienced durable responses and even complete tumor regression ([@bib659]), the majority of patients who receive the therapy do not exhibit such responses. Thus, there is an urgent need to distinguish in advance of treatment which patients will respond to which therapies as well as learn why certain patients exhibit durable responses while others either fail to respond at all or relapse after varying periods of response. The tools and approaches used by systems biologists to investigate tumor immune biology have enabled a variety of new approaches for designing and evaluating clinical responses. In many ways, most clinical practice could be construed as systems biology. Clinicians integrate cellular and molecular blood biomarkers (e.g. blood chemistry, complete blood counts, hematocrit, serum immunoglobulin levels, etc.), imaging, and biophysical measurements (e.g. temperature, blood pressure, etc.) in a longitudinal manner to gain an understanding of disease progression. Thus, the practice of medicine epitomizes the multiscale integrated analyses that lie at the core of systems biology. Indeed, pharmaceutical companies have used systems biology approaches in drug discovery and clinical trial design ([@bib84]). This holistic integration of multi-level datasets and the quantitation tools that accompany them render medicine amenable to the recent advances in cancer systems immunology and their application to evaluating tumor immunotherapy ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Clinical applications of cancer systems immunology.\
Tumor and peripheral blood samples are frequently harvested from patients in a longitudinal fashion. Model organisms such as mice enable researchers to query as many tissues as desired. These samples can be subjected to high-dimensional analysis platforms such as various NGS modalities or mass cytometry. Results from these analyses have been used to monitor responses to ICB (including immune repertoire analysis), mapping changes in the immune system across an organism, and for the design of personalized neoantigen vaccines.](elife-53839-fig4){#fig4}

Many of the systems approaches discussed in this review are now being applied to advancing our understanding of the effects of existing immunotherapies and designing new approaches. As discussed in the previous section, researchers and clinicians have combined WES of patient tumors with HLA-binding and TCR prediction algorithms to design personalized neoantigen peptide vaccines ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib438]; [@bib263]; [@bib299]). Staining for targeted costimulatory molecules (e.g. PD-L1) on tumors has exhibited variable predictive power in ICB, showing positive correlations in many studies but failing to predict responders whose tumors appear negative for the markers ([@bib600]; [@bib424]). In addition to the utility of WES in vaccine design, evaluation of neoantigen burden by WES has revealed that the response to anti-CTLA-4 ([@bib558]) and anti-PD1 ([@bib492]) therapies correlates with mutational burden. Recent studies have sought to exploit mass cytometry to develop high-dimensional cellular biomarkers of treatment response to ICB ([@bib317]; [@bib637]). One study identified not only differences in lymphocyte populations but also evidence of classical monocyte activation in PBMCs of patients who responded to anti-PD1 ([@bib317]). Additionally, standardized mass cytometry-based immunophenotyping approaches have been developed for monitoring clinical responses to immunotherapies ([@bib242]), and this approach is currently being applied to monitoring responses to DC vaccination trials ([@bib429]). Similarly, scRNA-seq approaches are being considered for monitoring immune responses to therapies and evaluating tumor heterogeneity, and will become increasingly feasible with the continual reduction in cost of these technologies ([@bib541]; [@bib303]).

In addition to monitoring therapy in patients, systems approaches can reveal underlying biology about responses to treatment. A recent study revealing the clonal replacement of exhausted T cells following ICB is one such example demonstrating the power of integrative systems analyses to improve our understanding of the mechanisms of ICB ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib653]). We believe that it is important to gain a holistic understanding of how immunity is orchestrated across an organism in order to understand the basis of immune responses in cancer. By combining our visualization method known as Statistical Scaffold with mass cytometry, we were able to generate an organism-wide map of differences in immune responses that distinguish effective from ineffective immunotherapy ([@bib563]). This approach allowed us to compare immune repertoires in distinct tissues to each other and across treatment conditions, facilitating a systems-level understanding of immune responses across an organism. In addition to identifying differences in key immune populations such as a subset activated memory CD4^+^ T cells, we found that the key differentiator of effective immune responses is its orchestration from extratumoral sites such as LNs rather than a simple reinvigoration of existing TILs. Information gleaned from these types of systems-level analyses should facilitate the design of approaches that augment our current arsenal of immunotherapies ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Expanding the future potential of cancer systems immunology {#s6-9}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Technological and computational advances in the life sciences and the profound clinical successes of tumor immunotherapy have ushered the fields of systems biology and tumor immunology to the forefront of biomedical research. Understandably, the application of systems biology to tumor immunology is intuitive and has generated considerable excitement. Once lauded as representing the future of optimal cancer treatment and potential cures, personalized medicine fell out of fashion with the failure of targeted therapies to realize their promise ([@bib412]). While --omics technologies bolstered the original enthusiasm for the field, they were ultimately applied in a reductionist fashion. Personalized medicine in cancer used to be construed as identifying oncogenic mutations and designing and treating with targeted small molecule or biological inhibitors of these mutations. These approaches demonstrated the innate shortcoming of reductionist analyses; that is, they fail to account for the inherent complexity of the tumor and its context within the patient. Escape mechanisms can involve a myriad of molecules and cell types requiring systems-level analyses to understand the emergent behavior of the tumor and its interactions with other cell types. In contrast to targeted therapies, immunotherapy exhibits the capacity, in many instances, to evolve with the tumor. Furthermore, it is capable of addressing the multifaceted components of the tumor that confer its malignant potential. The inherent systems-level nature of antitumor immunity thus requires a complementary set of approaches to interrogate the responsible immune cells and molecules, and to inform the design and implementation of new and existing therapies. Indeed, personalized medicine is experiencing a resurgence due to the potential of immunotherapies such as CAR-T cells and neoantigen vaccines to enable tumor targeting with a greater precision than previously possible. With an increased understanding of the dynamics underlying the coevolution of tumors and their immune responses during additional immunotherapies, such as ICB, systems biology will enhance our capacity to design and deliver personalized care to patients with advanced malignancies.

Cancer systems immunology is at an important transition point in its maturation. To date, preclinical and clinical studies exploiting systems approaches have generated profound amounts of data enabling characterization of immune responses and the generation of data rich atlases and accompanying tools for analysis. These important advances have laid the groundwork for discovery in the field of tumor immunology. The challenge moving forward will be to expand these approaches to uncover new biology that can be functionally validated. Many of the studies in the field have been largely descriptive and devoid of functional validation. In order to ensure that the field does not fall short of its promise, cancer systems immunologists will need to meet the higher bar of not only characterizing differences in immune responses to tumors but also performing the requisite experiments to determine the significance of the findings. Compared to other fields in cancer, this task is considerably more challenging. By definition, systems immunology typically uncovers interactions that involve many cellular components operating across multiple organ systems and timescales making perturbation of the components in a physiologically relevant manner difficult. Investigations in immunocompetent animal models, despite their challenges, represent some of the best approaches for testing the hypotheses generated from systems analyses. These models have served as the backbone for many discoveries in the field of immunology and will be necessary for advancing our understanding of tumor immunology. Future studies in the field should utilize advances in modeling approaches, such as ABM, to inform preclinical studies and focus the parameter space to one that is experimentally feasible. In some instances, where animal models are incapable of predicting patient responses, the use of systems approaches to integrate data sets and model human biology can inform the design of new therapies. Despite the challenges that confront the field, cancer systems immunology will continue to provide discoveries that lead to the next generation of life-saving immunotherapies.
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